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Lot

Description

Lot

8

Sale:

13/06/2018

Description

A 1788 Welsh Anglesey Mines 'Druid's head'
copper one penny token.
Wording on edge 'On demand in London,
Liverpool or Anglesey'

Coins & Medals

Estimate £15 - £30
9

Coins
1

2 x Georgian & Victorian Canadian coin
tokens.
Comprising:- 1814 George III half penny token
for Carritt & Alport, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and
an 1843 Victoria one penny token for New
Brunswick.

Estimate £20 - £40
10

A 2017 Silver Bullion Britannia £2 Coin - 1oz
.999 Fine Silver

12

Estimate £15 - £30
13

Estimate £200 - £300
4

An 1817 George III 'Bull's head' silver half
crown.

A collection of 24 British copper coins,
William & Mary to Victoria.
Estimate £15 - £30

14

Estimate £40 - £60
5

A collection of 16 copper half, third, &
quarter farthings Victoria to George V.
Comprising:- 11 x Victoria (1839-1884), 2 x
Edward VII (1902), and 3 x George V (1913).

A cased 1980 Proof Sovereign gold coin
with leaflet.
Green case.

6 x George III copper farthings.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
3

8 x George II copper farthings.
Estimate £30 - £60

11

Estimate £15 - £30
2

A red folder containing British coins
Victoria onwards.

A collection of approx. 50 old foreign coins French Louis XVI onwards.
To include Victorian Nova Scotia one cents

An 1889 Victoria silver crown.

Estimate £15 - £30
Estimate £50 - £80
6

7

15

An 1897 Victoria silver one shilling.

14 x British silver coins - Victoria 1842 to
George V 1936.

Estimate £12 - £20

Includes 1919 George V Florin.

2 x 1843 Canadian New Brunswick copper
half penny tokens.

Estimate £20 - £30
16

Estimate £15 - £30

A 1572 Elizabeth I silver sixpence
Estimate £40 - £60

17

A Medieval groat.
Estimate £30 - £50
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18

18 x Victoria copper farthings. 1839 to 1888

33

To include Georgian and Victorian silver three
pence's, 2 x Victoria Model pennies, 2 x 'To
Hanover 1837 Duke of Cumberland' tokens,
and an 1827 Duke of York commemorative
token.

Estimate £15 - £30
19

A 1791 Southampton half penny copper
token.
Estimate £10 - £15

20

A blue folder containing British 'silver' coins
c1920 onwards.

Estimate £20 - £30
34

Estimate £20 - £40

A 1791 Leeds half penny copper token.
35

Estimate £10 - £15
22

An 1820 George III silver crown coin.
Estimate £35 - £50

A 1792 Nottingham half penny copper token.
36

Estimate £10 - £15
23

33 x full silver Three pence coins.
Dated from 1852 to 1919

Estimate £20 - £40
21

A tray of old coins and tokens.

5 x George V silver One shilling coins.
1911, 1914, 1915, 1916, & 1917

A 1791 Hull half penny copper token.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £15
24

37

2 x British Copper Company half penny
copper tokens.

Shillings:- 1887, 1898, 1899, & 1906.
Sixpence:- 1906

One dated 1811.
Estimate £12 - £20
25

2 x 1795 London/Middlesex half penny
copper tokens.
i) Foundling Fields & ii) J Lackington, book
seller Finsbury Square, London

Estimate £10 - £20
38

40

Estimate £15 - £25
27

Dated 1837 & 1854. Quebec Bank & Bank of
Upper Canada
28

Estimate £10 - £20
41

3 x Norfolk/Suffolk copper tokens.
2 x half penny tokens dated 1794 (Norwich &
Suffolk), with a Lowestoft token (Fuller & Son,
Drapers, Waterloo House. Duke of Wellington's
head on reverse.)
Estimate £15 - £25

29

Estimate £15 - £30
42

3 x Norwich half penny copper tokens.

Estimate £15 - £30
43

Norwich ones dated 1667 & 1668, King's Lynn
one dated 1669.

3 folders of USA, French & Belgian coins.

Estimate £10 - £20
44

Estimate £20 - £40
32

Estimate £20 - £30

A John Pinches raised relief medallion/coin
in original card wallet.
Produced for The Royal Air Force Museum and
forming part of "The History of Man in Flight"
series.

5 x copper tokens.
Comprising:- 1793 Wales farthing, 1794
Colchester half penny, 1820 Upper Canada
half penny, 1½ pence London token, &
Yarmouth token.

A George V penny with "Votes for Women"
stamped on the Kings head.
Together with a Votes for Women pin badge.

Estimate £15 - £25
31

A collection of World & British coins and
banknotes.
To include Russian Rouble banknotes (dated
1993), Indian, and Yugoslavian notes.

Estimate £15 - £25
3 x Norfolk copper farthings - 2 x Norwich &
1 x King's Lynn

A Mongolian 24ct solid gold proof 1000
Torpor coin, commemorating Queen
Elizabeth II's 90th birthday
½ g of 0.9999 gold. Charity lot - being sold on
behalf of Hillside Animal Sanctuary.

2 dated 1811, the other 1792.
30

A Tristan Da Cunha 24ct gold layered proof
crown - The Lone Soldier.
Dated 2010. Limited edition #30145/50000.
Part of the British Military Golden Memorial
Crown Collection. Charity lot - being sold on
behalf of Hillside Animal Sanctuary.

2 x Canadian half penny copper bank
tokens.

Estimate £15 - £25

William & Mary 4 x copper farthings and 2 x
half pennies. All dated 1694.
Estimate £25 - £50

2 x Coventry half penny copper tokens.
Dated 1792 & 1794.

5 x Charles II copper farthings.
Estimate £25 - £50

39

Estimate £15 - £25
26

5 x Victoria & Edward VII silver one shilling
and sixpence coins.

Estimate £10 - £20
45

A tub of assorted foreign coins.
Approx. 6.6kg in weight.
Estimate £25 - £50
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46

3 x Cook Islands commemorative gold
plated 1 dollar coins.
Prince William & Catherine Middleton
photographic proofs.

58

Estimate £10 - £20
59

Estimate £15 - £25
47

A c1940's British 10 Shillings bank note.
Peppiatt Head Cashier.

4 x WW2 Japanese occupation of The
Philippines bank notes.

Estimate £10 - £20
61

62

Estimate £10 - £15

Estimate £10 - £20

A collection of cased coins and
commemorative medallions.
Comprising:- a 22ct gold plated York Minster
medallion (Tower Mint), a 350th Anniversary of
the sailing of the Pilgrim Fathers, Boston
(Royal Mint) - case cracked, a Jersey 2014
gold plated 50 pence coin 'Make me a soldier,
Lord', an Isle of Man 1978 £1 coin, and a 1983
First day of issue £1 coin.

63

64

52

53

A collection of 7 Spanish bank notes,
c1920's.

65

16mm diameter.
Estimate £100 - £150
66

Approx. 3.5g of 0.986 gold. Depicts the Doge
kneeling before St. Mark. Single hole.

Estimate £50 - £80

20mm diameter

A collection of approx. 24 South and Central
American bank notes.

Estimate £120 - £180
67

Estimate £60 - £80
69

1968 New Zealand 6 coin set. Uncirculated.
In original blister packing

All appear unused. 3 notes are in a glazed
frame.

Special Collectors Edition made by Royal Mint
London.

Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £30 - £50

A box of assorted British coins.
Approx. 3kg in weight.
Estimate £15 - £30

57

An 1865, 5 Pennia coin with dotted border.
Crowned monogram lettering AII (Alexander
the 2nd).

Approx. 52 x Zimbabwe 2008 Five Hundred
Million Dollars bank notes.

A collection of approx. 43 Cambodian bank
notes.

A 2007 22ct gold uncirculated half
sovereign in clear plastic bubble packaging.
Estimate £80 - £120

68

Estimate £40 - £60

56

A Venetian gold Zecchino coin - Doge
Ludovico Manin (1789-1798).

In 2 frames.

Estimate £20 - £30

55

A 22ct gold 1734 Portuguese Joannes V 800
Reis (½ Escudo) coin. Minas Gerais (Brazil)
Mint.
Approx. weight 1.6g.

To include Cuba, Uruguay, Columbia,
Venezuela & Peru (3 notes are in a glazed
frame).
54

A cased 1980 Proof Half Sovereign gold
coin with leaflet.
Estimate £100 - £150

A framed collection of 7 Yugoslavian bank
notes.
Estimate £10 - £20

An English Charles I silver half crown.
Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £20 - £40
51

A green slip cased 1951 Festival of Britain
Crown.
With information leaflet.

Churchill 1965 to Royal Wedding 1981.
50

A collection of Georgian and Victorian
British pennies & half pennies.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
A collection of 26 assorted British
commemorative crowns.

4 unidentified bronze coins.
Approx. 14mm diameter

2 x Two Pesos, and 2 x Twenty Pesos.
49

25 Chinese and 2 Japanese coins
Estimate £25 - £40

60

Estimate £10 - £20
48

A framed Victorian cheque. Dated 1846 from
Macclesfield Bank.

Approx. 50 assorted world bank notes.
Includes 1958 South African One Pound note,
Iraq (Saddam Hussein), India, China,
Malaysia, Israel.

70

Boxed 4 coin silver proof Portuguese
commemorative coin set.
A gift from Polygram, Portugal 1989
International Conference. Coin set called 'The
Golden Era of Portuguese Discovery'. With
CoA.
Estimate £120 - £150

Estimate £25 - £40
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71

Boxed Sterling Silver proof Coinage of
Belize set. Dated 1974.

86

Each coin depicting a native bird of Belize.
Minted at Franklin Mint.
Estimate £90 - £120
72

Together with foreign bank notes.
Estimate £20 - £40
87

Boxed George VI 1951 'Festival of Britain'
silver Crown.

73

Estimate £15 - £30
88

Boxed Mint silver proof Australian Dollar.
Commemorating the 60th anniversary of
Australian citizenship. Marked with 'C' mint
mark.

An 1811 copper trade token. Marked 'The
Birmingham Crown Copper Company'.

Estimate £70 - £90
89

A 1954 5 Öre gilt bronze Gustav VI Adolf of
Sweden coin. Bale added to top.

76

An Elizabeth I Sixpence, dated 1576.

Scottish civil war issue Charles I half-groat
copper coin. Dated 1650.

Estimate £30 - £50

79

Estimate £80 - £100
95

Gold Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine
Solidus coin. 610-641 AD.

Swiss, 1 Batzen coin. Dated 1809.
Estimate £80 - £100

81

Swiss half Batzen coin. Dated 1811.

Victorian bronze One Third Farthing. Dated
1876.

Estimate £75 - £90
98

84

An album containing approx. 131 coins,
medallions and tokens.
To include Chinese, Roman and Georgian
examples.

Boxed 1966 gold proof Rhodesian 10
Shilling coin. Elizabeth II head.
Estimate £500 - £600

2 sheets of 1930's/40's silver (50%) coins.
40 coins in total, dating from 1937 to 1946.

Estimate £130 - £150
83

A tin of assorted coins to include
commemorative crowns and set of 1st Euro
coins from Cyprus, 2008.
Estimate £10 - £20

97

Estimate £80 - £100
82

A George V, 1918 silver coin set together
with a quantity of 37 Chinese coins.
Estimate £20 - £30

96

Estimate £650 - £700
80

4 sheets containing 80 Victorian pennies.
Dating from 1860 through to 1893.

William IV, silver 1 Ruppee coin. Dated 1835.
Marked 'East India Company'.

Approx. 4.4g. Approx 2cm diameter.

An 1887 Victoria bun head Sovereign.
Sydney Mint. George & Dragon
Estimate £250 - £300

94

Estimate £80 - £100

An 1892 Victoria old head Sovereign.
Melbourne Mint. George & Dragon
Estimate £250 - £300

93

To Note: During the civil war period no coins
were struck in Scotland.
78

An 1892 Victoria old head Sovereign. British
Mint. George & Dragon
Estimate £180 - £220

92

Estimate £80 - £100
77

A 1910 Edward V11 Sovereign. British Mint.
George & Dragon
Estimate £180 - £220

91

Mint mark to bottom left. First letter and
Surname of the Governor of the Riksbank.
Estimate £15 - £30

A 1911 George V Sovereign. British Mint.
George & Dragon
Estimate £180 - £220

90

Estimate £50 - £80
75

A hallmarked silver Sovereign case.
Birmingham 1905. Unengraved cartouche.

Estimate £70 - £90
74

A collection of 9 old British bank notes.
Comprising 1 x Ten Shilling note and 8 x £1
notes.

Includes paperwork.
Estimate £30 - £40

A box of vintage coins. Georgian to c1960's
to include silver three pence's.

Estimate £125 - £150
99

30 assorted late 17th/early 18th century
British copper coins.

A Victorian 1895 half sovereign.
Estimate £75 - £90
Estimate £80 - £120

85

A Medieval groat, believed Edward III or IV.
Edge has been trimmed. Vendor believes
found by her late father on his Norfolk farm.
Estimate £30 - £50
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100

A quantity of assorted medallions.
To include boxed commemorative 70th
Anniversary Battle of the Somme medallion,
Commemorative 40 years of peace V.E & V.J
Days medallion, Gibraltar 2017 "Lest we
Forget" one crown and Queen Elizabeth II
Coronation souvenir medallion.
Estimate £15 - £30

101

103

9 cased coinage of Great Britain sets. One
dating from 1964, the others dating from
1967.

Estimate £180 - £220
115

A 1oz fine silver US Dollar together with 5
Portuguese football commemorative .500
silver coins.

Estimate £30 - £50
116 a

A sealed Royal Mint £5 bag of 1969 1d
penny coins.

18 un-circulated consecutively numbered
old £1 bank notes.

Medals
117

A U.S Legion of Merit Commander medal on
pink ribbon.
Brand new.
Estimate £10 - £20

118

A German WWII pattern Czech occupation
medal with Prague bar.
Estimate £10 - £20

119

Estimate £50 - £80

A 1953 Coronation medal on red, white and
blue ribbon.

38 circulated old 10 Shilling bank notes.

Replacement Issue.

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £10 - £20
120

5 un-circulated consecutively numbered old
10 Shilling bank notes.
Fforde Chief Cashier. No's B01N 945024 to
B01N 945028

A modern replica of the Waterloo Campaign
medal.
On black and burgundy ribbon.
Estimate £10 - £20

121

Estimate £20 - £50

A WWII pattern Luftschutz merit medal,
dated on reverse 1938.

6 un-circulated consecutively numbered old
10 Shilling bank notes.

Estimate £10 - £20

Hallam Chief Cashier. No's 62L 387101 to 62L
387106

122

A sealed Royal Mint £5 bag of 1968 1d
penny coins.
Neck of bag tied with string, sealed with Royal
Mint lead seal, and with red label dated 2
October 1968.

Orders and Medals Society of America
award on blue ribbon with pin badge.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £25 - £50
109

A quantity of British coins and bank notes
to include commemorative crowns.
Estimate £10 - £20

Comprising:- 25 x Fforde, & 13 x Hallam

108

43 old circulated £1 bank notes.
Comprising:- 37 x O'Brien, & 6 x Fforde

Hallam Chief Cashier, No's D07X 788187 to
D07X 788204

107

A 1925 George V gold sovereign. Pretoria
(South Africa) mint.
Estimate £230 - £250

116

Estimate £20 - £40

106

A 1913 George V gold sovereign. GB mint.

Estimate £10 - £20

Neck of bag tied with string, sealed with Royal
Mint lead seal, and with red label dated 19
March 1969.
105

16 x 1973 commemorative 50p coins - entry
into the EEC.
Estimate £10 - £20

114

Estimate £45 - £60
104

A scarce 1950 George VI one penny coin.
Estimate £10 - £20

113

100 1978 North Korean 100 Won notes.
Estimate £10 - £20

102

112

123

A WWII pattern The Italy Star medal on red,
white and green ribbon.
Estimate £10 - £20

124

A German WWI pattern Cross of Honour
medal on green and red ribbon.

Estimate £20 - £40
110

A sealed Royal Mint £100 bag of 1969 5p
coins.
Neck of bag tied with string, sealed with Royal
Mint lead seal, and with yellow label dated 8
December 1969. Small tear in bag.
Estimate £20 - £40

111

20 x 1930's George VI 3 pence coins.

Estimate £10 - £20
125

Saudi Arabian medal for the Liberation of
Kuwait.
Presented by the government of Saudi Arabia
to Allied Forces that served in operation Desert
Storm.
Estimate £10 - £20

Comprising:- 19 x 1937, & 1 x 1939.
Estimate £10 - £20
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126

Kuwait Liberation of Kuwait medal without
ribbon.
Presented by the government of Kuwait to
Allied Forces that served in operation Desert
Storm.

138

Estimate £10 - £20
139

Estimate £10 - £20
127

A WWI pattern Combatants Cross of Honour
medal.

A boxed British Elizabeth II Imperial Service
medal, named to Bernard Joseph McCabe.
Together with the framed and glazed certificate
of Meritorious Services, dated 7th June 1988.

2 Dutch police medals, gold and silver
awards on blue/black ribbon.

Estimate £20 - £40
Estimate £10 - £20
128

140

German Cross of Honour of the German
Mother, gold award, on blue and white
ribbon.

With extra ribbons and bars. Date bars
spanning 1937 - 1966. To include "35 years
Consecutive" medal.

Estimate £10 - £20
129

German Cross of Honour of the German
Mother, silver award, on blue and white
ribbon.

Estimate £40 - £60
141

Estimate £10 - £20
130

2 Indonesian military medals.

131

Estimate £70 - £90
142

A WWII pattern German Czech occupation
medal.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
3 British Royal commemorative medals.

144

1902 coronation of Edward VII and Alexandra
with clasp named to G.Mitchell, Mayor.
Together with 2 King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth coronation medals.
Estimate £10 - £20
134

Approx. 2cm diameter.
Estimate £10 - £20
145

Estimate £10 - £20
146

Estimate £10 - £20
147

A worn Crimean War pattern medal with
Sebastopol clasp on pale blue and yellow
ribbon.

Estimate £10 - £20
148

Estimate £10 - £20
137

A Columbian Artillery Battalion
Distinguished Service medal.
Inscribed to reverse "Patria Paz Y Justicia, 13
de Junio 1953".
Estimate £10 - £20
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A reproduction Royal National Lifeboat
Institution medal for gallantry.
Award in bronze.

Estimate £15 - £30
136

A reproduction George III Battle of the Nile
Davison's medal.
Edge engraved "A tribute of regard from Alexr.
Davison esqr, St. James Square.

A British Operational Service medal for
Afghanistan on red, blue and white ribbon.
Together with an Iraq Operation medal (copy),
awarded to personnel involved in operation
Telic from 19 March to 28 April 2003.

British North Borneo Bravery cross on
yellow and green ribbon.
Approx. 3.5cm² .

Estimate £10 - £20
135

A modern miniature replica of the Waterloo
Campaign medal.
On blue and pink ribbon.

The King's Medal 1919-20, London County
Council conduct & Industry medal named to
G.Morgan.
Together with a medallion of the confraternity
of the Blessed Sacrament 1862.

3 vintage shooting medallions.
1943/4 Army Cadet Force shooting comp.
medallion, National Service Shooting Comp.
1954 and Society of miniature rifle clubs
medallion.

A boxed British George VI Imperial Service
medal on blue and red ribbon.
Named to Albert James Williams.

133

A masonic medal.
Estimate £10 - £20

143
132

A WWII medal set comprising; War medal,
Defence Medal, 1939-45 star and The Burma
Star.
Together with associated paperwork and
photographs from Sgt Leonard R.P.Hills, Royal
Electrical & Mechanical Engineers.

A Military Faithful service medal on blue striped
ribbon together with an Aceh Campaign medal
on green and red striped ribbon.
Estimate £10 - £20

A set of Safe Driving Award medals and
Road Operators' Safety Council medals,
Framed and glazed.

A Belgium order of Leopold II medal on
blue/black ribbon.
Estimate £15 - £30

149

A collection of 7 assorted boxed East
German medals together with a piece of the
Berlin wall.
Estimate £20 - £30
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150

A collection of 8 assorted boxed East
German medals together with a piece of the
Berlin Wall.

162

Comprising; 3 War merit medals on black, red
and white ribbons, 2 Tinny badges, 2 wound
badges and an NSDAP badge.

Medals comprising; 5 boxed Collective of
Socialist Labour medals and 3 boxed East
German Military Order medals.
Estimate £20 - £30
151

152

Estimate £65 - £80
163

A reproduction Davidson's Nile Medal 1798.

To include 2 War merit medals, 2 Tinny badges
and a wound badge.

WWII pair comprising Defence medal and
1939-1945 War medal with oakleaf clasp.

Estimate £65 - £80
164

WWII medal group.

Estimate £40 - £80

Estimate £85 - £100
165

WWII medals with E II R territorial medal.

4 assorted WWII pattern German badges
together with 2 WWII German medals.

Comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, France
and Germany Star, 1939-45 War medal and E
II R territorial medal.

WWII Eastern Front Medal with red, black and
white ribbon together with a West Wall medal
with gold and white ribbon.

Estimate £60 - £120
155

German WWII Social Welfare medal.

Estimate £85 - £100
166

For services in social sector, medical and
rescue work.

A reproduction WWII Knights cross with oak
leaves and crystal "diamonds".
Estimate £50 - £80

157

Estimate £60 - £80
167

A reproduction WWII German Spanish cross
in "Silver".

2 1930's silver sporting medals, both
hallmarked on reverse, to include Cambs
F.A Cup Challenge.

Estimate £60 - £80
168

Estimate £10 - £20
A gilt commemorative medal of James II. By
Dassier.

Estimate £60 - £80
169

Estimate £100 - £150
Boxed 25th Anniversary bronze medal for
the Union Nationale des Cooperative
Agricoles de Cereales.

Estimate £80 - £120
170

1970. Depicting The Goddess Ceres, by
Raymond Delamarre.
Estimate £130 - £150

A 1939 bronze cricket medal. Norfolk
Country. 'The Thetfordiensis'.
Reverse marked 'Cricket Ball Under 15 2nd
1939'.
Estimate £30 - £50
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A folder containing 32 mostly late 19th/early
20th century school medals.
Together with 2 masonic medals.

Approx. 8cm diameter.
161

4 sheets containing 24 assorted medals.
To include; UN "In the service of Peace"
medal, Belgian 30 year labour award medals
and Swiss Feldmeisterschaft Bern shooting

With suspension bar.
160

3 sheets containing 18 assorted medals.
To include; The Air Crew Europe Star, WWII
Defence Medal, Burma Star and King Edward
VII commemorative medals.

Together with a small quantity of assorted
coins, including a Georgian penny.
159

A WWI medal trio together with ribbon bar
and Army Service Corps cap badge.
Comprising; British War Medal, Victory Medal
and 1914-15 Star. Named to Driver J Badger,
T3-030380, Army Service corps.

Estimate £30 - £60
158

10 assorted German WWI & WWII pattern
medals and badges.
Comprising; 4 International Workers day
badges (Tinnies), 4 WWI The Honour Cross of
the World medals and 2 WWII War merit
medals.

Estimate £30 - £50
156

4 assorted WWII pattern German badges
together with 2 German medals.
WWI Iron Cross medal and a WWII War Merit
\cross with cross swords.

Comprising Africa Star, 1939-45 Star, Defence
medal and 1939-45 War medal ( new ribbon ).
154

7 assorted WWII pattern German medals
and badges.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £20 - £40
153

8 assorted WWII pattern German medals
and badges.

Estimate £125 - £150
171

A box containing a quantity of medals,
some boxed, approx. 30 in total.
To include; Women's Voluntary service medal,
US Air Force Meritorious achievement medal, 2
boxed Arnhem 50th anniversary medals and 3
miniatures.
Estimate £90 - £120
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172

A box of assorted medals comprising 9
medals and 10 Gulf Medal 1990-1
miniatures, in a Rolex box.

181

Dated 1941 to reverse.

To include Burma Star and Victory Medal
named to Sjt. F. Johnson R.A.
Estimate £25 - £40
173

A WWII Ethiopian Victory Cross medal on
yellow, green and red ribbon.

Estimate £40 - £60
182

7 assorted medals and 2 pin badges to
include 3 War Merit Medals.

A quantity of 9 Belgium Labour Decoration
medals, 4 with ribbons.
To include a gold award.
Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £50 - £70
174

183

A quantity of boxed WWII medals.
To include 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa
Star, Defence Medal & War Medal as sent to
Mr. F. Brakeley and 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star,
Defence Medal and War medal as sent to
G.R.Wood.

Awarded to foreign armed force of the Warsaw
Pact.
Estimate £10 - £20
184

A quantity of 30 assorted medals and
medallions.
To include "The Constitution in all its fullness
for the People of the United Kingdom" Reform
League President medal 1865, USAF The Bell
X-1 Faster than sound, 1986 Global
Volksmarch medal and a boxed Pennsylvania
National Guard medal.

Estimate £50 - £80
185

A WWII medal group together with a
quantity of books and paperwork relating to
Eric Scholefield.

Estimate £70 - £90
186

Medals comprising; War Medal, 1939-45 Star,
The Atlantic Star, The Africa Star. Paperwork to
include; Sailor's Pay book, British Seaman's
Identity Card and Amalgamated Engineering
Union members card.
Estimate £90 - £120
177

Estimate £50 - £70
187

7 assorted WWII pattern German badges
and medals.

Estimate £25 - £40
188

179

Estimate £25 - £40
189

Estimate £100 - £120
190

A boxed silver gilt Knight Bachelor's badge,
unnamed as awarded.

An album containing 36 foreign medals.

Estimate £170 - £190

7 assorted German WWII pattern medals
and badges.
To include; West Wall medal with gold & white
ribbon, 2 International Workers day badges
(Tinnies) and a War Merit Cross with cross
swords.

Estimate £90 - £120
To include Veterans medals, medals from
African countries and Canada.

7 assorted WWII pattern German badges
and medals.
To include; War merit cross with cross swords,
Luftschutz merit medal and 2 NSDAP badges.

Hallmarked to reverse London 1933.
180

A WWI medal pair, Victory medal and British
War medal.
Named to 262861 Spr T. Smith, Royal
Engineers.

To include; 2 Tinnies (International Workers
day badges), 2 NSDAP badges and a
Kyffhäuser War Commemorative medal.
Estimate £65 - £80

A WWI medal pair, Victory medal and British
War medal.
Named to 80913 Pte J. Main, Royal Army
Medical Corps.

Estimate £300 - £350
178

6 Japanese medals, to include 3 boxed,
together with some Japanese beads.
Medals comprising; An order of the Rising Sun
7th class medal, 3 Order of the Rising Sun 8th
Class medals and 2 Red Cross Merit medals.

A WWI/WWII 7 medal group together with
copies of paperwork relating to J.47009
George V. Rivett.
Medals comprising; 1914-18 War Medal,
Victory Medal, General Service Medal to the
Royal Navy for Palestine 1936-9, 1939-45 Star
with Oak leaf clasp, The Africa Star with North
Africa 1942-3 clasp, The Italy Star and 1939-45
war medal.

4 assorted WWII pattern German badges
together with a German WWI pattern Iron
cross medal.
Badges comprising; 2 NSDAP badges & 2
International Workers day badges (Tinnies).

Estimate £70 - £90
176

A quantity of 14 assorted boxed medals.
To include; 8 Liberation of Kuwait medal sets
and 3 American medals; Defense Meritorious
service medal, Meritorious service medal and
Military merit medal.

Estimate £80 - £100
175

A boxed Hungarian Merit medal for
Brotherhood in Arms.

Estimate £70 - £90
191

5 assorted German WWII pattern medals
and badges.
To include; 2 War Merit crosses with cross
swords, wound badge and a West Wall medal.
Estimate £65 - £80

Sale Day:

13/06/2018
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192

4 assorted WWII pattern German badges
together with a Luftschutz merit medal.

619

Badges comprising; 2 International Workers
day badges (Tinnies), a wound badge and a
NSDAP badge.
Estimate £70 - £90
193

In working order.
Estimate £60 - £80
620

9 assorted German WWI and WWII pattern
medals, badges and bits.
To include; WWI The Honour Cross of the
world and 2 International Workers day badges
(Tinnies).

A ladies vintage Mardon 9ct gold case
cocktail wristwatch with Champion flex
gold plated strap.

A vintage ladies Gruen precision ladies 9ct
gold wristwatch.
Strap needs attention.
Estimate £100 - £150

621

Estimate £40 - £60

A vintage MuDu gents doublematic 25
jewels 10ct gold plated wristwatch.
Wear to plating on strap

Sale:

14/06/2018

Estimate £30 - £50
622

Jewellery & Watches - Militaria & Interiors

Estimate £15 - £30

Watches
610

A ladies Guess watch.

623

Appears unused with film over glass. White &
stainless steel double link strap. Not working,
may just need battery. Unboxed.

A vintage Grüen wind up gents wrist watch.
c1960-70's. In working order.

Estimate £30 - £40
624

Estimate £50 - £70
612

Estimate £40 - £60
625

Estimate £20 - £40
613

A collection of 8 Patek Philippe catalogues
and magazines.

Estimate £30 - £40
626

Comprising 2016, 2017, & 2018 Collection
catalogues, magazines Vol 3 No.12, and Vol 4
No's 1 to 4 inclusive.
Estimate £10 - £20
615

Estimate £15 - £30
627

Estimate £15 - £30
628

A box of vintage wind up watches to include
Sekonda and Saxon.
All appear in working order.

Estimate £15 - £30
618

A 9ct gold octagonal ladies wristwatch.
To together with a lozenge shaped 9ct gold
ladies wristwatch. Both without straps.
Estimate £50 - £70

Sale Day:

14/06/2018

4 ladies wristwatches.
To include Sekonda made in USSR and Whal
& Co.

A box of watches for repairs, watch parts
and straps.
To include wristwatch and pocket watch. W

A gents FCUK 5 atm wristwatch together
with a boxed gents FHM Collections
wristwatch
Estimate £15 - £30

629

Estimate £20 - £40
617

A gents Sekonda made in USSR bracelet
watch with day and date function
Engine turned decoration to top of case.

Estimate £10 - £20
616

A gents Sekonda leather strap square face
wristwatch.
Face set with diamond to 12 and date function.

A collection of 11 watch catalogues and
magazines.
To include Rolex, Tag Heuer, Cartier, Breitling,
Omega and Patek Philippe.

A boxed 18ct gold plated ladies watch by
Christ with black face and gold tone hands.
Sapphire crystal and water resistant with black
leather strap.

A box of assorted quartz watches.
Estimate £15 - £30

614

A Seiko 5 21 jewels Japan 6119-8020 mens
wristwatch with stainless steel strap and
silver grey face.
Day function in Japanese date in Arabic
numerals.

2 Victorian ladies fob watches.
One with enamel painted flowers to reverse of
case (in working order), the other in an .800
silver case (not working).

A Seiko 5 automatic water resistant men's
watch with black face and luminescent
hands.
Day and date function. Stainless steel case
and strap.

Estimate £8 - £15
611

A blue dial leather strap Swatch watch
together with a 2002 Irony stainless steel
Swatch watch.

Estimate £20 - £40
630

3 gents vintage watches with bracelet and
expanding straps.
Comprising a Orisa 25 jewel automatic, a
Junghand quartz with date function and a
Superroma De Luxe Antimagnetic.
Estimate £20 - £40
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631

632

4 vintage watches with leather straps.

644

To include Oriosa and Ingersoll. W

2 modern quartz hunter pocket watches
with decorative cases.

Estimate £20 - £40

Together with a small wind up Swiss made
ladies pocket watch.

3 gents wristwatches with expanding straps.
Comprising Timex Indiglo with day and date
function, Catena automatic with date function
and Paul Jobin automatic Inca bloc with date
function. W

Estimate £20 - £30
645

To include Next, Sekonda and Prince.

Estimate £20 - £40
633

4 gents vintage watches, 3 with expanding
bracelet straps 1 with a leather strap.

Estimate £10 - £20
646

634

Estimate £60 - £80
647

To include Britten's watch and clock makers
handbook.
635

Estimate £100 - £
648

A silver pocket watch, H Stone, Leeds.
Hallmarked Birmingham 1903.

Estimate £20 - £40

A vintage American Watch Co pocket watch
with key.
In working order. Serial number 5S7597.

Estimate £600 - £800
649

2 vintage pocket watches.
Harris & Co, Johannesburg stainless steel case
together with a Limit stainless steel case serial
number 2108339.w

Estimate £150 - £200
650

Estimate £20 - £40
638

Estimate £10 - £20
651

Estimate £20 - £40
639

With blue canvas strap.
640

Estimate £30 - £50
652

A DS & S 9ct gold case gents wristwatch.

Estimate £70 - £90
A vintage 9ct gold case gents wristwatch
with Fixoflex patterned rolled gold strap.
Estimate £80 - £120
642

Estimate £1600 - £2000
653

A ladies Fossil F2 watch in working order.

A Valencia C.F. Spanish football club
wristwatch. In working order.

With two colour stainless steel strap. Not in
original box.

Quartz movement with stainless steel case and
strap. Valencia club badge on face.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £8 - £15
643

A Ladies Art Deco style platinum and
diamond cocktail wristwatch.
Diamonds surrounding face of watch,
throughout strap and catch. Engine turned
decoration to side of watch case and scroll
detail to sides of clasp. Working order.

In working order.
641

A ladies 925 silver wristwatch by Pulsar.
V810-X019.
Silver bracelet strap and case. White dial with
silver hands and number markers to face.

A gents 17 jewel Incabloc Rotary wristwatch.

Estimate £20 - £40

A vintage men's Rone Swiss made
wristwatch with expanding strap.
With subsidiary second hand dial.

A gents 21 jewel automatic Rotary
wristwatch.
With date function and expandable watch. W

A boxed Maurice Lacroix gents wristwatch.
Stainless steel strap, sapphire crystal, water
resistant . Complete with paperwork and extra
links.

Estimate £20 - £40
637

A ladies Must De Cartier wristwatch.
Stainless steel and gold pated strap.
White/cream face, Roman numerals to outer
face case. Blue stone to winder. Quartz
movement c 1980's. No box or paperwork.
Serial number 901032729.

Working order. Back catch needs attention.
636

A ladies Gucci wristwatch.
Gold tone bracelet with secure clasp. Square
white face with gold tone 12 and hour markers.
Seconds hand and date function.

4 books on watches and watch making.

Estimate £10 - £20

A Tag Heuer child sports watch.
With date detail, luminescent hands ( including
seconds hand ). Water resistant up to 200
meters. Not in original box.

Comprising Andrew the Hatton 17 jewels
shockproof, H. Cole Kings Lynn quartz, Aristo
17 jewel Inca bloc and Rodina sport 17 jewel
Inca bloc.
Estimate £20 - £40

6 ladies wrist watches, 2 with expanding
bracelet straps.

A boxed Oskar Emil wrist watch with
stainless steel link strap.

654

A small collection of vintage wrist watches.
To include ladies Rotary watch with gold tone
strap and 1980's Mickey Mouse digital watch.
Estimate £10 - £20

Spare links in box.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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655

An Ingersoll Triumph chrome cased pocket
watch in need of repair.
Together with a vintage silver cased pocket
watch also in need of repair.

667

Estimate £10 - £20
668

Estimate £15 - £30
656

Estimate £20 - £40
669

A vintage Swiss made pocket watch in need
of repair.

Estimate £25 - £50
670

Estimate £5 - £10

An Art Age watch from "The Wallace
Collection" depicting Apollo & the muses.

Estimate £40 - £60
671

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
A stainless steel F1 Rothmans Williams
Renault wristwatch.

672

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £30 - £50
A Disney Mickey Mouse "Dizplay"
wristwatch with stud riveted dial.

673

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £50 - £80

A Disney Mickey Mouse oblong faced Lorus
wristwatch with Japan Movement.

674

Estimate £40 - £60
A large Disney Mickey Mouse stone set
wristwatch by K-Ikon.

Estimate £20 - £30
675

Estimate £50 - £80

A Peanuts Armitron Quartz watch depicting
Charlie Brown playing golf with original
strap.

A Disney Minnie Mouse Red Star children's
wrist watch.

Watch face is cased by golf clubs with a golf
ball shaped winder.

With original leather strap, in as new condition.
663

With original plastic strap.
Estimate £20 - £40
664

Estimate £40 - £60
676

Estimate £20 - £40
2 vintage Snow White & the 7 Dwarves
wristwatches.
With original plastic straps, glass to one a/f.
Estimate £30 - £50
666

A Marvel 2008 Incredible Hulk digital
wristwatch.

2 vintage Sylvester and Tweety Pie watches.
1996 Warner Bros Bridgeway quartz watch with
stainless steel expandable strap together with
a 1997 Warner Bros acrylic cased Armitron
watch.

Olympus Lens Mars watch with mustard
coloured leather strap.
In working order.

665

A vintage Snoopy and Woodstock
celebration wristwatch by Zeon.
With original red hands and white plastic strap.
Face marked Copyright 1958, 1965 United
Feature Syndicate Inc.

With black crocodile effect strap.
662

A vintage Disney Goofy Time Lorus quartz
wristwatch.
With moving Goofy arms. By Shiojiri Ltd, Japan.

With original Disney strap.
661

A vintage Timex Snoopy by Schultz
wristwatch with original red plastic strap.
With moving Snoopy arms. Face marked
copyright 1958 United feature.

Water resistant. Depicting chequered flag and
racing car detail.
660

A Sony Walkman promotional digital watch.
In tin case.

Boxed with original papers.
659

4 ladies wristwatches.
Comprising; Brown coloured Next watch, Le
Chat Noir, Ibeli Le Moustache stone set watch
and Olympus Fantasy Second with stainless
steel strap.

Engraved inside "Awarded four prize medals
1882, 1883, 1889, 1890 Specially for
D.H.Shelley Canadian Auctioneer".
658

A gents wristwatch depicting Raphael's
Sanzio's Angels with leather strap.
Together with an World Art watch of Dutch
painter Johanne Vermeer.

Estimate £10 - £30
657

4 vintage children's wristwatches.
Comprising; Dora the Explorer, Brilliant Giraffe,
RuneA bear and Bang on the Door Groovy
Chick.

2 ladies modern quartz watches in good
working condition.
1. A watch by Solo with pink dial and
expanding metal bracelet. 2. A Continental
Swiss watch with rectangular white face set
with crystals.

A Superman DC Comics / McDonalds digital
wristwatch with paper face.

Estimate £30 - £50
677

2 vintage Sylvester and Tweety Pie watches.
1995 Warner Bros Cartoon World Watches
with Bugs Bunny logo together with a gilt cased
Tweety watch with Japan Mvmt.
Estimate £30 - £50

With original green plastic strap.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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678

A Disney Mickey Mouse Lorus quartz watch
with riveted dial and original strap.

690

Moving Mickey Mouse arms, Japan mvmt,
V811-1400.

Raised batons to dial, Japan mvmt, date
calendar.

Estimate £30 - £50
679

A Disney Donald Duck yellow and black
wristwatch in working order.

Estimate £80 - £100
691

Black dial square stone set wristwatch on a
satin finish strap.

Estimate £20 - £30
692

From the perfume range Salvador Dali.

A 1950's vintage Cinderella wristwatch with
metal expandable strap.
Marked UK Time-Dundee.

Estimate £10 - £20
693

Estimate £20 - £30
682

683

Estimate £110 - £140
694

Estimate £80 - £120

Gents Seiko automatic wristwatch in
stainless steel case and strap.

Gilt metal "Melting Clock" style softwatch
wristwatch on expandable strap.

21 Jewels, day/date calendar, Japan mvmt.

From the perfume range Salvador Dali.
684

Estimate £60 - £80
695

Estimate £25 - £50

Seiko quartz square cased watch on
stainless steel strap.

A limited Edition Modern Futurist Movement
Art Watch with black strap.

With day/date calendar, Roman numerals
digits and water resistant.

Signed by the artist, No 162/199.
Estimate £15 - £30
685

Estimate £30 - £50
696

Pirates of the Caribbean Special Edition
Collectors watch from Disneyland, Walt
Disney World.
Gilt cased face and buckle with a black leather
strap.

686

With date calendar and luminescent hands and
batons.
Estimate £20 - £40
697

Seiko quartz decagon shaped cased watch
on stainless steel strap.

An X Men 2 Marvel / 20th Century Fox
stainless steel gents wristwatch.

With day/date calendar. Shows signs of
verdigris.
Estimate £10 - £20
698

Estimate £30 - £50
A stainless steel cased Timex "Star Trek"
wristwatch with black leather strap.

Estimate £20 - £40

689

Estimate £20 - £30
699

An Indiana Jones Lucas Films / Paramount
pictures gents wristwatch.
With black leather strap. In original promotion
tin case, instruction leaflet and outer box.

A vintage Seiko square cased mechanical
analogue and digital wristwatch on black
leather strap.
Japan mvmt, alarm chronograph.

Water resistant. With red case.
688

Seiko quartz circular cased watch on
stainless steel strap.

Estimate £20 - £40

With original promotion tin case, instruction
leaflet and outer box.
687

A vintage Casio gold tone digital wrist
watch in working order.
A168-WG9-1572, Japanese mvmt, mineral
glass. Day, date, alarm, stopwatch, light, digital
chronograph watch.

A Hopalong Cassidy original 1950's vintage
watch by Timex.
With leather strap with belt effect buckle.
Engraved to reverse "Good Luck from Hoppy".

A Yellow Pages mechanical wind up
promotional watch.
With a floating "Let your fingers do the walking"
second hair. On brown leather strap.

Estimate £25 - £50
681

A square cased digital wrist watch by
Jacques Farel.
On integrated pale blue lizard effect strap.

Estimate £20 - £30
680

A gilt and stainless steel Avia watch with
integrated strap.

A square cased gold tone quartz dress
watch by Seiko.
Japan mvmt, black leather strap, 9020-5220.
Estimate £110 - £130

700

Estimate £30 - £50

Square cased Seiko automatic watch head
with black dial.

A 1970's Citizen Eagle 7 Oyster automatic
21 jewels watch.

With date calendar.

With day/date calendar, luminescent hands
and batons and stainless steel jubilee bracelet.
Estimate £60 - £80

Estimate £60 - £80
701

A vintage LCD quartz digital alarm
chronograph watch by Seiko.
In working order. Model A359 5010.
Estimate £130 - £150

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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702

Vintage Pulsar Y709 - 5409 alarm
chronograph digital watch.

710

Black and white Swatch in black leather strap
with day/date calendar, silver coloured cased
Swatch with pink flower detail to dial on pink
floral strap, black and white strap with time line
strap and blue, clear and orange swatch on
blue strap (3 straps a

On original stainless steel strap. 12/24hr dial,
alarm, back light, Day/date calendar,
calculator, 3 ATM, Japan mvmt. In original box
with insert and papers (dated 09/03/81).
Estimate £160 - £180
703

A ladies blue square cased Seiko 17 jewels
manual wind watch on blue leather strap.

Estimate £80 - £120
711

Estimate £10 - £20
704

Estimate £30 - £50
712

4 vintage gents digital watch heads.
Casio Sea pathfinder, Storm Xinjia, Casio Duel
time chronograph and Casio 200mt WR
Lithium HD.
Estimate £40 - £60

706

Estimate £60 - £80
713

4 fashion watches, 2 digital watch heads
and 2 with straps.

Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £60 - £80
714

3 vintage watch heads together with a
ladies Casio digital lithium watch on
stainless steel strap.
Pegasus gold tone quartz time digital
chronograph watch head, circular cased quartz
watch head, Philips "Moving Sound" plastic
cased watch head with neon detail to dial.

715

Estimate £40 - £60
716

3 quartz watches together with a
digital/analogue watch.
Stainless steel cased Talking alarm Watch,
Marlboro cigarettes stainless steel
digital/analogue watch, Axlent of Scandinavia
"Dot" watch designed by Moa Paradis and an
Abacus Philishave watch head with dial
fashioned on a shaver head.
Estimate £40 - £80

4 drinks company promotional watches.
Smirnoff Vodka red and clear acrylic watch with
matching strap, Hennessy Cognac gents
cushion head watch with luminescent hands
and batons, Newcastle Brown Ale gold tone
watch on brown leather strap and Malibu
plastic cased digital watch with white brown

Estimate £40 - £60
709

4 analogue wristwatches with brown leather
straps.
An unbranded stainless steel oblong cased
brown watch, square cased watch with dial
marked TCM, square cased Morgan watch with
diamante detail to buckle and Lectro 121
unbreakable main spring Swiss made with clip
down glass protector on strap.

2 digital watches together with 2 quartz
watches.
Purple "slap" watch, XT-1 Sport digital
chronograph watch on clear plastic Coca Cola
strap, Jean Balin brass tone watch with date
calendar and Gul Japan mvmt digital/analogue
watch on fabric strap.

2 stainless steel cased Adaca wristwatches
together with 2 ring watches.
Estimate £40 - £60

Estimate £40 - £60
708

2 digital watches together with 2 analogue
watches all with straps.
A circular cased Terner quartz watch with
roman numeral digits, Ricardo quartz
chronograph style watch, Digital calculator
watch by Time Magazine with alpha-numeric
alarm memory and a plastic cased digital watch
with orange dial frame.

Fossil circular face "Big Tic" watch head with
black dial, square cased IK quartz watch head,
square cased "Blob" analogue and digital dual
time watch on black fabric strap and square
cased RV<5+> chronograph watch on denim
effect strap.
707

2 Swatch watches together with 2 other
analogue watches.
Black, red and gold Swatch with paisley style
design, Pegasus design black plastic cased
watch with clear plastic strap, Promotional Silk
Cut cigarettes / Saw 5 black and purple watch
with moving saw blade detail to dial and
Swatch Irony aluminium cased "

Estimate £20 - £30
705

A pair of cased Swatch eyes designer
sunglasses.
Purple coloured "Eyes of the stars".

A vintage 1960's "Old England" gold tone
watch on original fixo-flex strap.
Old England watches , a high fashion spin off
brand of The Accurist Watch Co, disappeared
in the 1970's.

4 vintage Swatch watches on original straps.

Estimate £40 - £60
717

4 metal cased watches to include 2 with
straps.
ZZYZX quartz watch in the shape of a drum kit
on black leather strap, a heavy metal cased
Japan mvmt watch with opening glass
protector, square cased Storm watch with blue
circular dial and a flip phone mobile phone
shaped watch charm.
Estimate £40 - £60

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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718

3 triple dial watches together with one other
analogue watch.

727

Weller 5020 red and black triple dial watch with
60 min bezel, Zhongyi quartz triple dial watch
on black leather strap, white faced stone set
triple dial watch on stainless steel bracelet and
gents square cased Next watch on brown
leather strap.
Estimate £40 - £60
719

12 hour dial set at 3 O'clock as a drivers watch.
Louis XV hands and white porcelain dial with
subsidiary second hand. The reverse depicts a
classical winged angel of Victory with a putti.
Engraved inside, winder missing.
Estimate £200 - £300
728

4 gents watches on stitched leather or
acrylic straps.
Softech triple dial watch on black leather strap,
Select 12/24hr racer dial on leather strap,
Geonaute 4 flush button digital watch on black
acrylic strap and Sekonda silver and black
sports digital LCD face watch.
Estimate £40 - £60

720

Estimate £100 - £150
729

Estimate £1200 - £1500
730

An Ascot radio controlled watch with digital
display.
White dial, luminescent hands and brown
leather strap.

Vintage 1980's Tissot Rock watch with
Alpine quartz case, R150, designed by
Robert Mazlo.
Sapphire crystal glass, yellow hour hand and
red minute hand. On original burgundy
coloured strap with buckle marked Tissot.

Estimate £350 - £400
731

"Great Olympic moments in time" Omega
Official Timekeeper hardback book.
Covering moments dating from 1932 Los
Angeles Olympics through to London 2012.

Estimate £2500 - £3500

Estimate £20 - £40
724

Alfex Swiss made wrist watch with large
circular face on snake skin effect strap.

732

White dial with roman numerals.
Estimate £40 - £60
A vintage Official Rolex Oyster watch back
removing tool.
28.3mm / 29.5mm.
Estimate £250 - £300
726

A 1920's silver cased watch with Asprey
engine turned dial on a leather strap.

"The Amir" open face Moon phase pocket
watch with complication dials, converted to
a wrist watch.
Inscribed inside "Made for William Bond & sons
est 1793 chronometer & watch maker to the
U.S Railroad Boston". Reverse inscribed with a
train and VCRR (Vermont Carriage Rail Road).
A "Moonphase" gilt triple date, four dial
calendar kayless pocket watch wi

Face diameter approx. 4.5cm.
725

A gents 9ct gold cased Garrard wrist watch
on a new crocodile effect black leather strap.
Inscribed to back "Presented to J.J. Baines by
British Aircraft Corporation for Long and Loyal
Service 1974" and awarded after his retirement
in 1974 being presented by Sir George
Edwards at the Aviation Awards Ceremony.
Vendor advises hallmarks are insid

Estimate £250 - £350
723

A 1940's gents square steel Bumper
automatic wristwatch with unique spark
eroded finish dial.
Presented to D.L.Hoffman for 25 years Service
from Lodge Plugs Ltd. D.L.Hoffman was the codeveloper & main engineer of the spark plug. In
period style box from Dimmer & son,
Southampton. Case marked Brev - 189190
stainless steel, case No 1024366, 17 jewe

Estimate £30 - £50
722

A vintage 9ct gold cased Rolex watch with a
subsidiary second hand on a black leather
strap.
Retailers name on face and in original period
box. E.C.Kemp & Co, Gallowtree Gate,
Leicester.

Iconic executives desk clock with date line and
summer standard timer, centigrade and
fahrenheit sensor, barometer.
721

A vintage chrome cased Swiss made
cushion cased watch on brown leather
strap.
12 hour dial with red 12, blue steel hands. In a
period Alfred Whearl & sons Ltd, Cambridge
watch case.

A 1970's Ericsson world time Universal
Timer.

Estimate £20 - £30

An early 20th Century silver Russian?
Pocket watch converted to a wristwatch.

Estimate £1000 - £2000
733

A hallmarked silver cased WWI trench
watch on brown leather strap.

12 hour dial, with subsidiary second hand, blue
steel hands. On a black Hirsch Nappacalf strap.

Hallmarked inside London 1914, white enamel
dial, blue steel hands, subsidiary second hand.
In working order.

Estimate £120 - £180

Estimate £200 - £300

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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734

A 1917 hallmarked silver cased Omega WWI
trench watch with fixed wire lugs on black
leather strap.
Movement marked Omega, serial No 9849
Deposse - 4,575,162. White enamelled face
with roman numerals, blue steel hands and
subsidiary seconds dial.

743

Red seconds hand, luminescent hands &
number markers with rubber strap.
Estimate £20 - £40
744

Estimate £550 - £650
735

Estimate £1200 - £1500

A vintage ladies Girard Perregaux Swiss
made wristwatch on gilt expandable strap.

Estimate £750 - £850
745

In period box.

A 1950's 14ct gold Omega Tresor gents
wristwatch on official Omega black leather
and suede strap.

Estimate £35 - £45
746

Estimate £35 - £45
747

Estimate £1800 - £2200
1940's 18ct gold cased gents Rexor
Moonphase watch on black crocodile effect
leather strap.
With day/month calendar windows and
subsidiary second dial. Silver coloured dial
With raised gold batons and 12, 3, 6, 9 Arabic
markers.

Estimate £120 - £150
748

Estimate £120 - £150
749

Vintage 18ct gold Omega Seamaster gents
automatic wrist watch on official Omega
black leather strap.
Swiss made, champagne coloured dial with
raised batons. Seamaster seal to back of
watch, engraved T.P 8.1.63. In a red official
Omega Seamaster watch box with cream
cardboard outer box. With original receipt of
purchase dated 1962.
Estimate £2500 - £3500

741

NO LOT
Estimate £ - £

742

An RR Santos style ladies wristwatch.
Stainless steel stepped tank case with white
dial on a blue leather strap

An ornate Victorian silver watch chain.
Diamond patterns to long interlocking links.
Smaller links have a star pattern. Vendor
advises 925 silver.
Total length including fob drop 16 inches.
Estimate £350 - £450

Estimate £1200 - £1500
740

A 14ct gold ladies pocket watch case with
floral decoration to face.
Watch has been converted to modern battery
operation. Glass has been replaced with
plastic. Together with a vintage pocket watch
case.

Early 20th century silver cased Wilsdorf &
Davis (Pre Rolex) gents Military watch.
Inside of case hallmarked silver with Wilsdorf &
Davis makers mark. Dial marked "Tell Military,
Incabloc 17 jewels. With blue steel hands and
subsidiary second dial. Watch back engraved
"To Lilian Balkans 1917-8-9 From Bert". In
working order, on black le

A clock movement by Elgin The National
Watch Co.
With subsidiary seconds dial.

Estimate £5000 - £8000
739

A antique Waltham Watch Co watch parts
tin.
Together with a white Bakelite pocket watch
case.

Champagne coloured dial with raised batons
and subsidiary second dial. 17 jewels, case No
1241609, watch No 2684. In blue Mappin &
Webb box.
738

A antique ladies silver pocket watch without
glass in need of repair.
Together with 4 pocket watch movements.

Estimate £150 - £200
737

A Swiss silver repetition quarter hour
repeater pocket watch. Together with
vintage watch box
Inscription "Grand Diplome d'Honneur Milan
1906 Repetition Medaille D'Or Exposition
Universelle Liege 1905 Systeme
Perfectionnne". 800 silver case with hinged
inner back and hinged bezel. White enamel
dial with blue steel hands. Hairline crazing to
the

A 1962 Omega Geneve 14ct gold cased
gents automatic wristwatch.
Gold dial, batons and hands. 552 movement,
back marked waterproof. One a black leather
strap. Boxed.

736

A military style diver's quartz wristwatch.

750

A 800 silver pocket watch by Breguet.
Rear of watch decorated with floral garlands
and a mansion on lake Geneva. Subsidiary
seconds dial to face. Roman numeral hour
markers and decorative hands. Complete with
key.
Estimate £750 - £1000

751

A 800 silver pocket watch by Breguet with
Swedish Royal crest decoration to the back
of the case.
800 silver stamp to inside of case with the
inscription "Ancre Ligne Droite Calancier
Coupe special Breguet 15 |Rubis Levees
Visibles". Subsidiary seconds dial to enamel
face. Complete with key.
Estimate £750 - £1000

Estimate £40 - £60

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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752

A leather crocodile patterned watch strap
with 18ct gold Tag Heuer buckle.

763

Hall marks to underside of buckle.

The Legend of Bagger Vance, 2000 film with
Matt Damon & Will Smith.

Estimate £300 - £400
753

754

A unique contemporary design original one
off wristwatch " The sword in the Smoke "
Hallmarked 925.

Estimate £10 - £20
764

A 1980's black plastic cased watch head with
green and pink colouration to face, made
especially for Hard Rock Café Amsterdam.
Together with a gilt metal watch on brown
leather strap marked to face "Save the Planet,
Hard Rock Time, London".

Estimate £10000 - £12000

Estimate £30 - £60

A vintage Cyma gents wristwatch with 10ct
gold filled case.

765

A c 1970's ladies Omega De Ville
wristwatch. 29mm case with roman numeral
hour markers.

Estimate £30 - £50
766

Estimate £80 - £120

Estimate £180 - £220
767

757

Estimate £30 - £50
768

A vintage Ladies octagonal case
wristwatch. Vendor advises test as gold.

Estimate £400 - £500
A ladies wristwatch by Daniel Hechter.
Stainless steel oval case with seconds hand
function, on red leather strap. In working order.

Estimate £40 - £60
769

2 Alcohol advertising modern watches.
Martini and Harp larger.
Both with plastic straps.
Estimate £30 - £50

760

A vintage 1950's Timex Cinderella character
watch on original pink leather strap.

Estimate £40 - £60
770

Estimate £30 - £50
761

Estimate £40 - £60
771

A 2000 Mars Inc. M & M's watch on white
fabric woven strap.
With green hands and moving green M & M as
second hand.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/06/2018

A "W" military watch with luminescent
hands and khaki fabric strap.
Dial has date register and Tachymeter. 50m
water resistant.

Estimate £20 - £30
762

British Force gents wristwatch with blue
camo design face and fabric and velcro
strap.
With luminescent watch hands, Model No
3L006A.

A Disneyland Paris exclusive wristwatch on
blue leather strap.
Souvenir watch from "Cherie J'ai Retreci le
Public" (Honey, I shrunk the Audience) the 4D
film shown at Disneyland theme parks.

4 military mechanical watches to include 2
on metal expandable straps.
A USA coin watch on gold tone expandable
strap, a chrome cased Corvette 17 jewel Inca
bloc, an Oris 17 jewels anti-shock and an
oblong steel cased watch by Solo on a leather
strap.

Estimate £1201 - £150
759

4 military mechanical watches to include
one with brown leather strap.
A Services Gatwick watch, WWI watch by
Expert, shockproof, an Ingersoll Triumph and a
Prestige on leather strap.

Champagne dial with Arabic numerals.

758

Vintage Chairman Mao chrome cased wavy
watch on black leather strap.
Red dial depicting Chairman Mao in green suit.
Hand waves in time with second hand.

Blue steel hands and Arabic numeral hour
markers. Replacement leather strap.
Estimate £800 - £1000

Very unusual Gadaffi ex Libyan leader
propaganda watch on green leather strap.
Dates back to 2006 depicting Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi on green dial.

Replacement strap.

A vintage 14ct gold oblong cased gents
wristwatch with square subsidiary seconds
dial.

A vintage 1960's Peanuts wind up
wristwatch depicting Charlie Brown in
Saudi Arabia.
White dial with black Arabic numbers.

Estimate £1200 - £1500

756

2 vintage Hard Rock Café watches.

Vendor advises was made for a media
entertainer. Finnish makers mark Kasityo.
Leather strap with deployment clasp, date
detail to face. Complete with presentation
stand.

Subsidiary seconds dial to face Day and date
and month trip function.
755

La Legende de Bagger Vance beige faced
wristwatch on brown leather strap.

Estimate £60 - £80
772

An Indiglo Timex Expedition watch in grey
plastic casing.
On original khaki and black fabric strap.
Estimate £20 - £40
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773

A vintage 1950's ladies Smiths 5 Jewels
shockproof watch.

784

On brown leather strap.

Cream coloured dial in an octagonal stainless
steel case, blue steel hands and original tan
coloured leather strap.

Estimate £20 - £40
774

A 1940's Mingnon French antimagnetic
gents watch with original strap, dial and
hands.

Estimate £50 - £80
785

By Alfred Huguenin & sons, Locle. Dial has
raised batons, Swiss made.

A vintage Loyal Order of Moose American /
Canadian watch.
On Lance USA stainless steel strap. Dial
marked P.A.P for Purity, Aid and Progress.

Estimate £80 - £100
786

Estimate £50 - £80
776

Estimate £80 - £100
787

A vintage Timex oblong cased quartz watch
by "Carriage".
With brown leather strap.

778

Estimate £30 - £40
788

Estimate £20 - £30

A Chronograph 21 prix antimagnetic watch
by Ling in gold coloured case.

A 1920's Lorix-Datum chrome cushion
wristwatch.

Tachymeter/telemeter dial with raised batons.
On black woven fabric strap.

With original dial and blue steel hands, on
brown leather strap.

Estimate £80 - £100
789

Estimate £40 - £80
779

Estimate £80 - £120

Estimate £40 - £60
790

A 1940's Aviators Wyler waterproof black
dial 15 jewels watch.

781

Estimate £30 - £50
791

A vintage Swiss stainless steel military
watch by Medana.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £40 - £60
A vintage Ingersoll Ltd, London, Triumph
anti magnetic wristwatch.

792

783

A 1940's gold and steel coloured Military
dress watch by Crusade.
On modern white fabric woven strap.
Estimate £80 - £120

A Lucerne sports chronograph calculator
wristwatch with red and black bezel.
On black leather strap.

With blue steel hands, red second hand and
original leather strap.
Estimate £60 - £80

A 12/24hr dial Timex Expedition Indiglo
wristwatch.
Water resistant to 50m. With original red water
resistant leather strap.

7 jewels, on a staybrite strap.
782

A cushion quartz gents wristwatch by
Pulsar.
With date calendar and black fabric strap.

On a staybrite original period strap.
Estimate £60 - £80

A German post war military gents 7 jewels
wrist watch by Kienzle.
12hr original dial with raised batons and blue
steel hands. On khaki coloured military web
strap.

A 1940's Aviators watch by Elco on fabric
strap with cased compass.
12 hour watch dial with luminescent hands and
numbers. On beige coloured fabric strap.

780

A British Military issue watch head by Timor
marked with war dept. arrow.
Case in ghosted stainless steel finish, dial
marked Pollux with copper inlay batons and
white steel hands.

Estimate £100 - £150
777

A vintage Russian Military KGB wristwatch
together with cigarette case with built in
lighter.
Watch by Vostock with date calendar and red
leather strap.

An early Niello automobile racing
wristwatch with original period leather strap
and buckle.
Porcelain dial and hands all original to case
subsidiary seconds. Red 12 O'clock register at
3pm for side wrist wear.

A Russian military Vostock Amphibian
Komandirskie stainless steel divers watch.
Black dial with date calendar and aqua-lung
commando cipher. The reverse has whale and
sunset logo. Mechanical wind, on black leather
strap.

Estimate £30 - £50
775

A Russian "Zim" 1st Moscow watch Co.
Officers wristwatch.

Estimate £40 - £60
793

Unusual 1970's Racine watch head with
world time bezel together with 3 other
interchangeable bezels.
Cream coloured shatter proof Base-Arnox
case, 17 jewels Inca bloc, Swiss made. Red
dial with luminescent hands and markers.
Estimate £40 - £60

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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794

A stainless steel oblong cased Max Marine
military dress quartz wristwatch.

804

Black dial with luminescent batons and hands.
On a black leather and suede strap.

One of the first digital Liquid Crystal Diode
watches produced.

Estimate £40 - £60
795

Patrick Arnaud gents stainless steel 3ATM
chronograph wristwatch on black leather
strap.

Estimate £200 - £300
805

Estimate £80 - £120
A stainless steel gents Swatch Swiss made
chronograph watch.

Estimate £60 - £80
806

Water resistant, 4 jewels on stainless steel
linked strap.

A Swatch Irony diaphane 007 "The World is
not Enough" chronograph wristwatch.

Estimate £60 - £80
807

With mirrored face and original James Bond
1999 The World is Not Enough black plastic
strap.

Citizen Eco-Drive chronograph WR100
gents wristwatch.

Estimate £60 - £80
808

With 5 time zones, 12/24hr dial, radio
controlled date, sapphire glass (non reflective).
On original Citizen stainless steel strap.

Gents Racer sailing chronograph watch on
original stainless steel strap.

Estimate £60 - £80
809

With blue bezel, 100mt nautical timer, date
calendar, double alarm. L timer, anchor register.

A boxed Seiko Premier square cased
chronograph watch.

Estimate £80 - £120
810

Japanese ultra smooth movement, sapphire
glass, 10ATM. On original strap.

Aviators Chronograph stainless steel cased
wristwatch by Casio with black multi
function dial.

Estimate £250 - £300
811

802

Estimate £40 - £60
812

A 1966 Sekonda British/Russian
collaboration wristwatch with rolled gold
fixo-flex strap.
26 jewels, day/date calendar, with raised
batons to dial. Marked made in USSR.

Jaquet - Droz 1960's mechanical wristwatch
with oval stepped case and multi quad
engineered dial.
Timepiece analogue movement.
Estimate £100 - £200

A ladies titanium Seiko watch on stainless
steel strap.
Japan mvmt, Water resistant 100m. White dial
with date calendar.
Estimate £25 - £35

813

Estimate £200 - £300
803

A gents Leijona oblong cased quartz watch
on original brown leather strap.
With date calendar, 3ATM, 5020-626.

Slide rule bezel with mineral dial window and
original fold over push button clasp.
Estimate £150 - £250

A designer Roy King ladies dress watch
with hallmarked silver case and bracelet.
Fully jewelled mechanical wind movement. In
working order.

Estimate £350 - £400
801

A Leijona titanium cased quartz wristwatch
with black dial and black leather strap.
Water resistant to 5ATM, 5188-251

Estimate £150 - £200
800

An early Sharp electronics watch by the
inventor of the LCD calculator panel
Tadashi Saski.
Chronograph digital display, water resistant to
100m. No strap.

Estimate £250 - £300
799

A gold coloured quartz wristwatch by Pulsar
with blue leather strap.
With date calendar. Dial has "P" logo, with
raised batons and black hands. Japan mvmt,
Y102-7000t.

Estimate £80 - £120
798

A Pulsar 2001 quartz black dial stainless
steel cased watch.
With day/date calendar. Japan Mvmt, V1036059.

Estimate £100 - £150
797

Pulsar digital and analogue display
stainless steel quartz watch.
With luminescent dial and hands with light set
to dial. Hour bezel, Water resistant to 100
meters. On original strap.

Tachymeter, date calendar, 1/20s and 12h dials
796

A vintage 1970's Jaquet-Droz LCD stainless
steel cased watch (1504).

A stainless steel cased ladies Dolce &
Gabbana watch on original strap.
Striped dial.
Estimate £25 - £50

814

A vintage ladies Neiman Marcus, Texas
USA, mechanical wind wristwatch.
With wood panel and gilt mesh bracelet, 7
jewels.
Estimate £30 - £50

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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815

A boxed gents Sekonda chronograph watch
on original stainless steel strap.

827

Luminescent hands and batons to dial, water
resistant to 50m.

With engined detail to dial, blue steel hands
and roman numerals digits. Model No
M2713739.

Estimate £25 - £35
816

Gents Sekonda quartz 5ATM watch with
luminescent hand and batons.

Estimate £50 - £80
828

With rotating bezel, on black fabric woven strap.

A vintage 1970's Sport-Star digital disc
Swiss made watch by Claro.

Estimate £25 - £50
829

818

Estimate £15 - £30
830

An early 1930's digital disc chrome oblong
cased watch head.
With triple window, black front face. Case No
604581.

Estimate £15 - £30
832

Estimate £100 - £150
820

822

823

825

Estimate £200 - £300

Estimate £60 - £80

Silver & Silver Plate

Polaris electric anti-magnetic watch head in
gold tone case.

1001

Maker Atkin Bros.

Estimate £60 - £80

Measures approx 16cm across x 14cm tall.

Timex electronic quartz square shaped
watch head in gold tone case.

Estimate £90 - £130
1002

Estimate £25 - £35

A large German 12 loth ( 750 ) silver ladle
and a 12 loth serving spoon.

An early mechanical electric Timex watch in
brown leather strap.

Together with a German silver plated ladle
marked Seislingen.

Gold tone case, date calendar, raised batons to
face.

Silver weight approx 220g.
Estimate £30 - £50
1003

2 vintage G-Shock watches on original
straps.
1004

Estimate £80 - £120

1005

3 ATM, water resistant. On integrated strap.
Estimate £30 - £50

A set of 4 Georgian silver fiddleback
teaspoons with Newcastle assay mark.
Estimate £20 - £40

A vintage 1970's LED spaceman watch with
red face and steel case and strap.

A boxed gents Lip stainless steel
wristwatch with moving 60 minute bezel.

A heavy cut glass Punch jug with ice cube
cooler. Silver plated lid and handle.
Estimate £30 - £50

A white Bape, Bathing Ape, digital chronograph
wrist watch, in working order, No 055712000.
Together with a blue Baby-G digital watch on
blue fabric strap.

2 750 silver dessert spoons with
monogrammed handles.
Approx. 85 g.
Estimate £15 - £25

Estimate £200 - £300
826

Large Victorian silver plated Nautilus
(spoon warmer).

luminescent hands. Made in West Germany.

Estimate £40 - £60
824

A 9ct gold pocket watch by Kendall & Dent,
London, watchmakers to the Admiralty.
L.M. & S. Railway (Midland Division) retirement
watch. Presented to Mr P. Brislin (Poplar
Station), 1924. Not in working order. In British
Goldsmiths Company case.

Gents Saga electric anti-magnetic watch
head in gold tone case.
With date calendar and raised batons. Made in
West Germany.

821

2 gentleman's wrist watches, one boxed.
Boxed Vivaldi quarts watch with gold tone
bracelet together with a leather strap Rotary
wind up watch with date function.

A Mathey-Doret gents Transistorised
electronic wristwatch.
17 jewel, raised batons, luminescent hands,
Water & shock resistant. Made in West
Germany. On brown leather strap.

A Jordan & Benet silver pocket watch case
and enamel face together with a silver
pocket watch.
Estimate £15 - £30

831

Estimate £80 - £100
819

6 pocket/stopwatches in varying conditions.
to include Ingersoll and Arcadia.

Noryl-fiber case, 17 jewels. On original grey
plastic strap.
Estimate £40 - £60

A box of vintage pocket and wrist watches
in varying condition.
To include Smiths and Ingersoll.

Estimate £40 - £60
817

Claude Valentini series 3000 quartz
chronograph watch on black leather strap.

1006

A collection of German 800 silver forks
dessert and table spoons.
Some with monogrammed handles.
Approx. 444g.
Estimate £120 - £150

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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1007

A collection of 8 continental silver dessert,
table and teaspoons.

Hallmarked Sheffield 1877

Approx. 244 g.

Estimate £15 - £30
1020

5 large 13 loth ( 812 ) German silver large
fruit spoons.

Approx. 240g.

Estimate £15 - £30
1021

Estimate £70 - £90

A silver blade fruit knife with empty
cartouche.

A decorative pair of silver plated
candlesticks with removable sconces.

Floral and fruit bowl decoration. Hallmarked
Sheffield 1931

Approx. 26cm tall.
Estimate £25 - £40
1010

Estimate £15 - £30
1022

A Victorian silver fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle.

Estimate £15 - £25

Estimate £15 - £30
1023

A silver fruit knife with mother of pearl
handle with empty cartouche.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £20
A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle and empty cartouche.

1024

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £20
A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle and engraved cartouche.
Cartouche reads Sheffield July 1921. Hall
marked Sheffield 1921.

1025

Estimate £30 - £50
1026

A Victorian silver blade fruit knife with
mother of pearl handle.
Floral decoration to handle. Hallmarked
Sheffield 1895.
Estimate £15 - £25

1015

Estimate £50 - £80

Metalware
1027

Approx 81.5 x 106.5 cm.
Estimate £80 - £120
1028

A Victorian silver blade fruit knife with
mother of pearl handle

26cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30
A Victorian silver blade fruit knife.

Estimate £80 - £120
1029

Oblong empty cartouche with decoration to
edge. Hallmarked Sheffield 1909

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle.

A bronze of a leopard.
Signed Barye. On a marble base.
29cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30
1018

A bronze of a woman draped over a wolf's
head statue.
Signed C. Mirval. On marble base.

Hallmarked Birmingham 1867
1017

A large enamel advertising sign for
Hudson's Soap.
Some damage to front.

Empty shield-shaped cartouche. Hallmarked
Birmingham 1910
1016

A Sorrento inlaid musical cutlery table,
containing a 77 piece silver plated canteen
of cutlery.
Cutlery made by Osborne. A1 plate

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle

Estimate £15 - £30

2 hallmarked silver cigarette cases.
Approx. 162g.

Estimate £15 - £20
1014

A collection of silver handles items.
Comprising glove stretchers, shoe horn, button
hook and a boxed preserve set.

Hallmarked Sheffield 1922.

1013

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle.
Empty oval cartouche. Floral decoration.
Hallmarked Sheffield 1902

Hallmarked Sheffield 1928.
1012

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle.
Empty shield-shaped cartouche. Hallmarked
Sheffield 1914

Floral decoration and empty cartouche to
handle. Hall marked Birmingham 1891.
1011

A silver blade fruit knife with mother of
pearl handle.
Floral and pagoda detail. Hallmarked
Birmingham 1923

Together with a 13th loth German silver
dessert spoon.

1009

A Victorian silver blade fruit knife with
mother of pearl handle and ridge detail.

Engraved and etched initials to some spoons.
Estimate £70 - £90
1008

1019

Estimate £150 - £250
1030

A bronze head of a Buddhist deity.

Empty cartouche. Hallmarked Sheffield 1909

12cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £30 - £50

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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1031

1032

A bronze lacquered figure of an eagle.

1042

On a marble base.

A box of metal and brassware to include
horse brasses.

22cm tall

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £30 - £50

Militaria

A 1930's porch lamp with clear and green
glass shade.

1043

Due to the large number of reproductions
currently being produced for Film, TV, and Reenactment, it is increasingly difficult to
ascertain the authenticity of some items.
Therefore we can offer no guarantee to their
authenticity and are sold as seen. It

Together with a pair of carriage lamps.
Estimate £40 - £50
1033

An early 20th century brass spittoon.
With bulbous shaped base and large lipped
open top.
Approx. 27.5cm diameter.

1034

Medal & Militaria Items - Reproductions.

Estimate £ - £
1044

Estimate £20 - £30

Framed and glazed Spitfire photograph with
facsimile signatures of pilots.

Victorian brass grape hod.

WWII American Eagle Squadrons.

With strap brackets attached to the back.
Decorated with a Victorian scene and a fruit
basket.

Approx. 35 x 48cm.

Measures approx 33" / 84cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
1045

17 Victorian prints of military & naval
subjects.

Estimate £100 - £200
1035

Estimate £8 - £15

Victorian brass Girondelle.
Bevel edged mirror.

1046

Approx 19" / 48cm long x 14" / 36cm wide.

Soft leather case dated 1943 with arrow War
Dept arrow mark. Instruments also bear arrow
mark.

Estimate £100 - £130
1036

An unusual set of double brass balance
scales with weights.
One weight missing.

Estimate £25 - £50
1047

Approx. 54cm tall.
Estimate £40 - £60
1037

1048

Total length 56.5cm long (22¼ inches)
Estimate £30 - £50

Approx. 40.5cm tall.
1049

Art Deco style bronze of Diana the Huntress
by Pierre Le Faguays on a circular black
marble base.

Estimate £100 - £150
1050

Estimate £120 - £150
1039

Estimate £80 - £120
1050 a

Estimate £10 - £20
1040

Estimate £250 - £350
1051

Estimate £8 - £12
1041

An unusual length of chain with end ring
and fixing. Metal detector find.

An antique flintlock pistol with flick action
short bayonet.
Wooden grip handle.

A collection of vintage cooking pots and
pans.
To include preserve pan, pressure cookers
and large lidded enamel saucepan.

A WW2 Japanese Officers samurai sword
with sheath.
Japanese lettering to blade, with leather bound
handle and pommel decorated with a phoenix.

A quantity of assorted metal ware items.
Comprising; a set of F.J. Thornton & Co "The
Viking" scales with weights, vintage pair of
bellows and a quantity of silver plated items.

A bronze handled short sword with inlay
detail to blade.
Cut-out dragon detail to handle and dragon
decoration to length of blade.

Signed to base.
Approx. 50cm tall.

A 19th century military socket bayonet.
Surface rusted. No maker's marks evident.

Signed to base.

1038

A paintball gun.
Estimate £25 - £50

An Art Deco style bronze "Crimean Dancer"
by Colinet on a circular black marble base.

Estimate £90 - £120

A WW2 soft cased draughtsman's set of
drawing instruments.

WWI pattern Imperial German Pilots hard
helmet with leather sides an backing.
Estimate £100 - £150

1052

WWII pattern German NSDAP party pin
badge.

Approx. 106cm total length.

Marked to reverse GES. GESCH.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 2.2cm diameter.
Estimate £20 - £30

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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1053

An American glider pin back pilots badge by
Firmin of London.

1066

Approx. 7.5cm wide.
1054

Estimate £70 - £90

Insignia has blue enamelled detail. Case has
engine turned detail.

An Imperial German WWI pattern Observers
pin back badge marked to reverse.

Approx. 10cm x 8.5cm.

Estimate £45 - £60
1055

Estimate £15 - £30
1067

An Imperial German WWI pattern Iron cross
1st class with screwback.

WWI pattern Imperial German Pilots
qualification pin back badge.

Estimate £450 - £600
1068

A collection of German WWII pattern coins
and stamps together with a pin back party
badge.

Estimate £10 - £20
1069

A WWI SMLE Bayonet with scarce hooked
Quillion.

Estimate £20 - £40
1070

With leather sheath and wooden handle.
Estimate £150 - £180
1059

An Imperial German WWI pattern boot
combat knife.

"Uniforms and Badges of the Third Reich",
volume 1: NSDAP, Hardback book by Rudolf
Kahl.

1072

1061

1073

A WWII pattern BUF British Blackshirts
armband.
Estimate £20 - £40

1074

German Pre WWI Deutcher Kriegsbund
badge and ribbon.
Featuring crossed swords with oak leaf and
banner.

A WWII pattern German Infantry assault
silver award badge.
Estimate £20 - £40

Published by Military Collectors Service.
Estimate £10 - £20

A WWII pattern German Pilot Badge.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £60 - £80
1060

A WWII pattern German Luftwaffe Parachute
qualification badge.
Estimate £20 - £40

1071

In metal sheath.
Approx. 31cm long.

A WWII pattern "Ring Fur Deutsch Britisch
Freundschaft", British German Friendship
pin badge.
With Flags of both nations.

Estimate £50 - £70
1058

A brass ashtray set with "Ubique" insignia.
Approx. 11cm diameter.

Estimate £60 - £80
1057

A WWI leather and chain anti-splatter
Tankers mask with fabric straps.
Light rust.

Estimate £40 - £60
1056

A vintage chrome cigarette case with The
Essex Regiment Insignia featuring Egypt
battle honour.

A WWII pattern Third Reich High Seas Fleet
badge.
Estimate £20 - £40

1075

A WWII pattern Kriegmarine Blockade
Runner badge.

Estimate £30 - £50
1062

WWII pattern German Kriegsmarine Officers
peaked cap.

Estimate £20 - £40
1076

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £100 - £150
1063

German WWII pattern Airship Zeppelin Pilot
wings pin back badge.
Approx. 7.5cm wide.

1077

2 different WWI pattern aerial Flechette
darts.
As dropped by aircraft over enemy soldiers.

Estimate £40 - £50
1080

A dropped by aircraft over enemy soldiers.
Longest approx. 15.5cm long.
Estimate £30 - £50

A German Battle flag, WWII pattern.
85cm x 150cm approx.

Estimate £30 - £50
2 different WWI pattern aerial Flechette
darts.

A WWII pattern Kriegsmarine Costal Artillery
badge.
Estimate £20 - £40

1079

Longest approx. 13.5cm long.
1065

A WWII pattern Anti-partisan war badge.
Estimate £20 - £40

1078

Estimate £20 - £40
1064

A WWII pattern Third Reich Navy war badge.

A WWII pattern Luftwaffe Afrika Korps
yellow pennant.
Estimate £20 - £40

1081

An Imperial German WWI pattern Iron Cross
1st class badge with screw back.
Estimate £40 - £60

Sale Day:
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1082

A German 1871 Grand Star Iron cross with
screwback.

1096

To include a stopwatch with engine turned
decoration, military sunscreen camouflage face
faint and medals.

Approx. 9cm².
Estimate £100 - £150
1083

A WWII pattern Canadian cap badge for The
Essex Tank Regiment.

Estimate £20 - £40
1097

Approx. 5cm wide.
A WWII pattern Royal Flying Corps pilots
wing pin back badge.

Estimate £30 - £50
1098

Approx. 9cm wide.

German WWII pattern DSB German league
of Homeowners membership pin badge.
Back marked GES. GESCH.

A French Crimean war pattern shako helmet
plate.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £70 - £90
1085

A German WWII pattern U boat qualification
badge.
Schwerin Berlin 68 stamped to back.

Estimate £30 - £40
1084

A small collection of military items.

1099

2 x WWI pattern aerial fletchette darts.
Estimate £20 - £40

1100

2 x WWI Rolls Royce aerial fletchette darts.

Approx. 2.5cm diameter.
Estimate £20 - £30
1086

A BUF British Union of Blackshirts lapel
badge by Gaunt, London.

Estimate £30 - £50
1101

To include field dressings, eye masks, leather
gun holster and an American tin helmet.

Approx. 2.5cm diameter.
Estimate £30 - £40
1087

A German WWII pattern Ostvolk 1st Class
bravery pin back award.

Estimate £20 - £40
1102

Estimate £60 - £80

A collection of military cloth badges, clasps
and a armband.

Estimate £30 - £50
1103

Estimate £20 - £40
1089

A British WWII fire watchers helmet made
from fibre.

A Canadian WWII pattern buffalo baseball
style cap.

A WW11 pattern SS flag.
Approx. 85 x 150 cm.
Estimate £15 - £30

1105

Estimate £20 - £40
1091

A box of military cloth badges and
epaulettes.
Estimate £15 - £30

1104

Estimate £20 - £40
1090

A box of mixed military items.
Comprising a WWI pattern groin protector, a
cased set of binoculars, a peaked cap and a
field dressing.

Approx. 5cm diameter.
1088

A box of mixed military items.

2 framed and glazed signed reproduction
war camp photos. With COA
Signed by POW Warrant Officer Cal Younger
460 Sqn and POW Warrant Officer Fred
Malta's 35 Sqn.

A French naval cap with L.M.F. Colbert tally
band.

Frame size 37.5cm x 32.5cm approx.

Estimate £30 - £50
1092

A khaki military pith helmet.

Estimate £20 - £40
1106

Staining throughout.
Estimate £30 - £50
1093

Signed by POW Warrant Officer Tex Ash 411
Sqn and Wing Commander Hank Costain MBE
154 Sqn.

A black German WWII pattern military SS
flag.

Frame size 36cm x 28cm approx.

55cm x 100cm approx
Estimate £20 - £40
1094

A German WWII pattern military battle flag.
55cm x 100cm approx.
Estimate £20 - £40

1095

A German WWII pattern military flag.
55cm x 100cm approx.
Estimate £20 - £40

2 framed and glazed signed reproduction
photos of Spitfire aircraft. With COA.

Estimate £20 - £40
1107

3 frames and glazed Royal Air Force first
day covers, 2 signed. With COA.
617 Sqn Dambuster cover 1998. CAN Sir
David Harcourt-Smith DFC signed 80th
anniversary and 1998 Dambuster cover signed
by former CO's Grp Capt. James Tait, AVM
Douglas Bower AFC and Grp Capt. George
Bastard.
Frame size 46cm x 24cm approx.
Estimate £20 - £40
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1108

2 framed and glazed signed prints of WW11
Battle of Britain Pilots.

1120

Flt. L.T A.M. Montague-Smith and Jocelyn
George Power Millard. Crack to glass.
Frames size 43cm x 43cm approx
1109

Silver award, dated to reverse 1939.
Estimate £20 - £30
1121

Estimate £20 - £40

German WWII pattern Verwunetenabzeichen
wound badge.

A WWI map measuring gauge for German
Marching Infantry.

Black / 3rd class.

Estimate £15 - £30
1110

Estimate £20 - £40
1122

Marked Bevo-Wuppertal.

Comprising; 2 WWI shell cases, 2 WWII gas
masks, 2 framed and glazed WWI
photographs, 4 1939-45 defence medals and a
United Nations medal.

Approx. 3cm x 40cm.
Estimate £20 - £30
1123

Estimate £50 - £70
1124

German WWII miniature stick pin,
Schlesischer Adler or Schlesische
probation badge.

3 framed and glazed military first day covers.

Approx. 4.5cm x 10.5cm.
Estimate £8 - £12
1125

Signed by important Military Commanders. Bill
Reid V.C, T.M. Bulloch DSO DFC and JH
Jones. With COA.

A Royal Artillery Blue Dress jacket & cavalry
pattern trousers.
Afghan War Period.

Estimate £90 - £120
1126

Estimate £18 - £40
1115

A quantity of vintage military related books.
To include; The War in Pictures, The First
Year through to The Sixth Year, Odhams The
Victory Book and Odhams Railways, Ships and
Aeroplanes Illustrated.

1117

Estimate £10 - £20
1127

Label to interior marked G.u.F. Brand.
Estimate £10 - £20
1128

A folder containing 69 Police badges,
mostly British.

A Pre war 1930's Finnish military wrist
compass with original leather strap. Fully
operational

To include British regional constabulary
badges, Royal Hong Kong Police, Jamaica
Defence Force and M.O.D Guard Service.
Estimate £140 - £160
1129

Estimate £50 - £70

A folder containing a quantity of Red Cross
& St. John's Ambulance medals, badges &
shoulder titles.

A military stopwatch in working order.

45 pieces in total.

53mm x 53mm x 20mm.

WD arrow to reverse. Patt. 3169, No.25133.
Missing top ring.
1119

German post WWII overseas side cap in
field grey fabric with green piping.

Estimate £10 - £20

Dial has radium markers with illumination
under UV light. Original hands.

1118

Post WWII German overseas side cap in
green felt.
Label to interior marked Bamberger Mützen
Industrie.

A German Luftwaffe jacket, circa 1960's.
Estimate £12 - £30

1116

German Insignia Wehrmacht Pioneer
Officer, with silver coloured metallic thread.
Comprising; cloth uniform eagle on dark grey
background, Pair of collar Insignia on dark
green backing and a pair of shoulder straps
with black felt background.

Estimate £18 - £50
1114

A white embroidered German Uniform cloth
eagle insignia.
On dark green cloth backing.

Estimate £20 - £50
1113

WWII pattern German Panzer Assault pin
back badge, Panzerkampfabzeichen.
Awarded for 25 engagements.

German NSKG (National Society Cultural
Org) membership badge.
Estimate £30 - £50

1112

German Waffen SS "Norge" cuff title.

A box of assorted militaria items.

Estimate £50 - £80
1111

German WWII pattern Kriegsverdienstkreuz
War Merit Cross with cross swords.

Estimate £130 - £150
1130

Estimate £20 - £40

A folder containing a quantity of 76 British
regional Fire Service badges.

WWII German Police peaked officers cap.

Estimate £140 - £160

By Alkero, marked "Stirndruckfrei" to interior.

Clocks & Barometers

Estimate £50 - £80
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1131

A collection of vintage clocks.

1142

To include a wooden cased mantle clocks,
Smiths alarm clocks and clocks by Metamec.

To include H.A & Co. Some a/f.

Estimate £10 - £20
1132

Largest approx. 45cm x 36cm.

2 vintage German quartz carriage clocks in
gold tone cases.
Together with a wall hanging Bass Brewers
Ltd battery operated clock.

Estimate £15 - £30
1143

Estimate £10 - £20
1133

A modern Quartz Westminster chime
wooden cased mantle clock.

1144

A French 1920's Bernard Freres,
Montbeliard 8 day polished brass carriage
clock.

Estimate £10 - £20
1145

Estimate £650 - £800

A box of mantle clocks, a wall clock and a
barometer.
Estimate £20 - £40

1136

Estimate £10 - £20
1146

Complete with pendulum and key.

Estimate £10 - £20
1147

Ceramics
1137

Estimate £30 - £50
1148

Estimate £15 - £30
1138

To include, Border Fine Arts, Aynsley,
Leonardo and Danbury Mint.
1139

Estimate £20 - £40
1149

Copeland trio - saucer and 2 cups of
different sizes. Circa 1851-1885.

1140

Estimate £15 - £30
1150

Pair of vintage French double candlesticks
by Longwy.

1141

A pair of copper lustre Staffordshire
Fireside dogs.
Approx. 24cm tall.

Turquoise ceramic with gilding.
Approx 8" / 20cm tall.

An Art pottery Winstanley Kensington black
and white cat numbered 5 to base.
Together with a Quail pottery "Simon" cat and
one other.

Coffee & tea cups.
Estimate £30 - £40

4 Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figurines
together with an F.Warne & Co mounted
resin figurine.
Comprising; Mrs Ribby, Peter Rabbit, Jemima
Puddleduck and Mrs Tiggy Winkle together
with "Peter Rabbit in Mr McGregor's Garden".

A box of assorted ceramic and resin
figurines.

Estimate £10 - £20

2 late 19th Century Carl Thieme at
Potschappel plates.
One shows signs of restoration.

A small quantity of assorted ceramics.
To include, Wedgwood Jasper Ware & Wild
Strawberry and Royal Albert Old Country
Roses flower bouquet figurine.

A box of assorted ceramics and ornaments.
To include NatWest piggy bank, Regency Fine
Arts and Royale Stratford.

A Victorian wooden cased mantle clock with
enamel face and classic detail.

Estimate £25 - £40

A collection of antique and vintage plates.
To include a set of Four Seasons Royal Albert
plates, a pair of T.Till & son "Shanghai" plates
and a Royal Doulton "Burns" commemorative
plate.

Approx. 12cm tall.
1135

A Royal Winton Grimwades "Wellbeck"
breakfast dish with toast rack together with
a
Blue and white jug with Falstaff spout,
Chinese lidded mug with dragon transfer
pattern and a ceramic majolica style Chinese
Tang dynasty War Horse.

Estimate £10 - £20

With bevel edged glass panels and drop down
handle to top. 11 jewels movement.

A collection of blue and white willow pattern
ceramics to include Wedgwood and Maling.
Estimate £15 - £30

In light wood case, working order.
1134

9 ceramic blue and white willow pattern
meat platters / serving dishes of various
sizes.

Estimate £20 - £40
1151

Estimate £40 - £60

A Royal Dux figurine of a lady in a blue
dress with a spotted handkerchief.

A small collection of blue and white ceramic
items.

Together with 2 other ceramic figurines.

Comprising: Ringtons Ltd square shaped
teapot circa 1929, George Jones "Abbey"
design shredded wheat dish, Willow pattern
warming plate (a/f), and 6 Enoch Wedgwood
Tunstall dishes; Huntsman, Game Keeper,
Soldier, Pedlar, Farmer & Sailor.

Estimate £20 - £40
1152

Royal Doulton figurine "Silks and Ribbons",
HN2017.
Approx. 15cm tall.
Estimate £25 - £40

Estimate £15 - £30
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1153

A collection of Royal Doulton Norfolk
pattern ceramics together with
commemorative ware.

1163

Norfolk pattern comprising 5 side plates, 12
sandwich plates, 6 cake plates and a breakfast
tea cup. Some pieces a/f.

Comprising; Christmas Teddy 1997,
"Smudger" Membership special 1996/97 (with
badge), Baby 1997/98 (with badge), Alice 1999
(with original box), Toad 2000 (with original
box) and Limited Edition Edward Fox 1997
Arthur Hare Productions, Limited to 1000 pie

Estimate £15 - £30
1154

Antique Wedgwood part dinner service with
flo-blue design.
Consists of 2 tureens, meat platters, 36 plates
in 3 different sizes.

Estimate £20 - £50
1164

Estimate £40 - £60
1155

A box of assorted ceramics to include
Wedgwood open mouth fish "glug jug",
2 Staffordshire flat back figurines, royal
commemorative items and Napoleonic military
figurine.

1156

Estimate £10 - £20
1165

A vintage dressing table set with geometric
design by H. K. Tunstall

A box of assorted resin and ceramic
ornaments.

Comprising tray, 2 lidded pots (I lid a/f), a
powder pot, candle stick and small dish.

A large Nao figure " Windswept" # 0658 of a
girl holding a parasol.

Estimate £8 - £15
1167

To include plates, teapots, cups and saucers
and meat plates. Some pieces a/f.
Estimate £10 - £20
1168

A collection of Royal commemorative
china - Victoria to Elizabeth II.

Approx height 41 cm.

Estimate £10 - £20
1169

A collection of Noritake tea and coffee ware
in white and gold pattern #44318.
Comprising sandwich plate, tea pot and stand,
milk jug , sugar bowl 5 cups and saucers (a/f),
coffee pot, cream jug, sugar bowl 6 coffee cup
and 5 saucers,6 side plates and a salt and
pepper with a more modern design.

To include vases, pin dishes and lidded pots.
(2 pieces a/f).
Estimate £10 - £20
1170

A Nao figure " Girl Yawning " # 2000230.
Unboxed.

Estimate £10 - £20
1171

A Nao figure "Circus dreamer " blue boy
clown holding a flower #1094.

A collection 5 Toby jugs.
To include Burlington and Sandland.
Estimate £10 - £20

1172

Unboxed

A box of assorted ceramics to include
Denby tea wares & Wedgwood bowl.

Approx height 20cm.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £30

Glass

A Nao figure " Flower For My Lady "
gentleman clown holding a flower # 488.

1173

Unboxed.
Approx height 21cm.
1162

A collection of vintage commemorative
ceramic items.
Comprising 5 x 1930's commemorative mugs
and a 1902 King Edward VII pin dish.

Estimate £20 - £30

1161

A collection of Wedgwood ceramics in
"Wild Strawberry" and "Angela" pattern.

Estimate £15 - £30

Approx height 29cm.
1160

A large quantity of blue and white Willow
pattern ceramics.

Unboxed.
Estimate £25 - £50

1159

A collection of vintage ceramic feeding
cups and ceramic inhalers.
Estimate £10 - £20

1166

Estimate £10 - £20

1158

A collection of Wade ceramics to include a
set of 6 boxed Bear Ambitions.

Estimate £10 - £20

To include "Thinking of You" Willow Tree
figurine, Royal Albert "Old Country Roses
Cottage" wall hanging plate clock, Chokin
lidded trinket pots and The Leonardo Collection
"Nature Studies" resin figurines.
1157

6 Wade International Collectors Club
figurines, 2 complete with pin badges and 2
with original boxes

A collection of Murano glass birds and
kangaroo.
Estimate £10 - £20

1174

Estimate £20 - £40

A set of 6 Villeroy And Boch wine glasses
with etched floral decoration.

A vintage Sylvac elephant shaped money
box with original label.

Estimate £30 - £50

Together with a Wade Blow Up "Scamp"
figurine.
Estimate £15 - £40
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1175

A collection of 5 amber coloured glass
vases.

1188

Tallest approx. 45cm tall.

55cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30
1176

A box of assorted glass ware items.

Estimate £10 - £20
1189

To include Caithness lavender glass vase with
Roe Deer etching and Vintage liqueur decanter
and matching 6 glasses with pink and gilt
design.
Estimate £10 - £20
1177

Estimate £40 - £70
1190

A vintage aubergine coloured Polish glass
pitcher and 6 matching goblets by Krosno.

1179

Approx. 27.5cm x 39cm.
Estimate £450 - £500
1191

Largest approx. 58cm long.

A framed and glazed oriental watercolour
on silk of Birds on a flowered branch.

Estimate £15 - £30

Writing to bottom right corner.

NO LOT.

Approx. 77cm x 39cm.
Estimate £25 - £50

Estimate £ - £
1180

A Japanese Urushi Raden, black lacquer
musical Photo Album with inlays of abalone
shell.
Depicting an eagle, made from pearlised shell,
on a tree branch surrounded by blossoms and
a bird.

2 vintage Romanian glass fish ornaments.
With silver metallic background and white,
blue and burgundy colourway spots. One has
remains of original sticker.

A pair of 19th century carved bamboo brush
pots.
Approx. 46cm tall

Estimate £10 - £20
1178

A carved and painted wooden Chinese
figure.

A box of glass and china.
To include coloured glass.

Books
1192

A box of assorted books. To include teddy
bears and jewellery.

Estimate £10 - £20
1181

A box of assorted large glass ware items to
include bowls and vases.

Estimate £8 - £15
1193

A collection of J.T. Edson Wild West story
books.

Estimate £10 - £20

Oriental, Antiquities & Tribal
1182

Estimate £10 - £20
1194

2 cream plastic oriental lady figures
together with a miniature oriental wood
carved wagon and ox.

Published by Marshall Cavendish Collection.
Estimate £8 - £15

Figures stamped Hong Kong.
Estimate £10 - £20
1183

1195

Hand carved soapstone tribal prayer beads.
1196

An oriental cloisonné vase with floral
decoration.

Estimate £10 - £20
1197

Wear to body of vase.
Estimate £30 - £40
1185

A Meiji period Japanese hardwood carved
figure of a gentleman in traditional dress.
Approx. 36 cm tall.

1186

3 oriental wood carvings.
Together with an onyx pin dish, ashtray and
carved elephant.
Estimate £15 - £30

1187

4 oriental bowls to include Satsuma and
Imari.

A collection of Library of Nations hard back
books together with a London
Encyclopaedia.
Estimate £10 - £20

1198

Marks to base.
Estimate £30 - £50

A box of assorted hard back books.
To include Antiques, wine and gambling.

Estimate £60 - £80
1184

A box of assorted Political biographies and
autobiographies.
Estimate £10 - £20

With God-like heads, possibly South American.
17 beads in total.

39 issues of "Royal Romances" magazine in
3 binders.

A box of assorted travel related books to
include books on Scotland and Italy.
Estimate £10 - £20

1199

A Chinese wonder book, Fairy Tales of
China re-told by Noman Hinsdale Pitman.
With twelve coloured plates after the Chinese
artist Li Chu=T'ANG. Copyright 1919. Back
cover embossed West Suffolk County School
with crest.
Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30
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1200

A quantity of militaria and Historical Kings
books.

1214

To include The SS alibi of a nation 1922-1945.

To include Edwardian family portraits and
WW1 military portraits.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30

Ephemera
1201

Approx. 140 British Museum (Natural
History) vintage postcards of animals &
insects

1215

Estimate £15 - £40
Approx. 180 vintage colour postcards of
flowers.

Estimate £10 - £20
1216

Approx. 240 vintage colour postcards of zoo
animals, birds, & insects.

Estimate £10 - £20
1217

Black & white, and colour. Together with some
Observer's Picture Cards.

3 Van Houten's Cocoa & Chocolate paper
advertising cards - De La Fontaine's Fables.

Estimate £10 - £20
1218

Card size approx. 13 x 18cm.
1205

Estimate £15 - £30
1219

An signed picture of Greg Benson,
Australian soap star from "Home and Away".

A advertising poster for Music band "No
Sweat".

Estimate £10 - £20
1220

Estimate £10 - £20
1207

A sign photo of actress Rebecca De Mornay.

Majority 10 x 8 inches (25 x 20cm).

Estimate £10 - £20
1209

1210

A signed photo of actress Susan George.

Estimate £15 - £30
1221

Estimate £10 - £20

A 1935 German FuBball newspaper about
the Olympics in Berlin.

A green album of vintage postcards.

Estimate £10 - £20

To include humorous, birthday cards and
holiday destinations.

1222

A slim brown album of vintage postcards.
To include animals, churches and places of
interest.
Estimate £10 - £20

1212

1213

A slim blue album of vintage postcards.

A vintage 1940's autograph album
belonging to Frances Ireland.
With signed studio photographs of film stars,
actors, pilots, and sports champions. To
include Fred Astaire, Ingrid Bergman, Trevor
Howard, Sally Gray, pianist Lois Kentner and
Joe Davis Snooker and Billiards champion.

Estimate £10 - £20
1211

28 original c1920-30's photographs to
include Egypt, Alps, Lucerne, Brittany,
Bruges, & London.
Majority taken by Donald McLeish, Canonbury,
London N1. Vendor advises used as teaching
aids at the Marquess Garden School,
Canonbury between 1920 - 1949. School was
run by the vendor's great aunt.

A signed coloured postcard of Philip
Schofield playing Joseph.
Estimate £10 - £20

1208

A floral design album of vintage postcards.
To include holiday destinations, castles and
cigarette cards.

Estimate £10 - £20
1206

A green album of vintage postcards.
To include churches, costal, culture and
military.

Framed & glazed.
Estimate £10 - £20

A Green ring binder stamp album
containing world stamps.
To include Italy, Sweden, Qatar and Guyana.

Estimate £20 - £50
1204

A black ring binder stamp album containing
world stamps.
To include Germany, USA, Ceylon and
Denmark.

Estimate £12 - £30
1203

A green ring binder stamp album containing
world stamps.
To include Australia, Gt. Britain, Hungry and
Jersey.

Black & white, and colour.
1202

A small collection of vintage photographs
and photographic postcards.

Estimate £50 - £80
1223

To include British holiday destinations, castles
and colleges.

A double glazed collection of 48 " Shots of
The Stars " Cards 1934 by Geoffrey Phillips
Ltd.

Estimate £10 - £20

Damage to rear glazing.

A slim red album of vintage postcards and
photographs.

Frame size 48 x 62 cm approx.
Estimate £15 - £30

To include military photos.
Estimate £10 - £20
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1224

A framed and glazed signed photo from "
Star Trek Beyond" Zachary Quinto's Spock.

1236

Serial No 346/63994.

With COA.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £40
1225

1237

A framed and glazed photo of Captain Kirk
from " The Search For Spock" signed by
William Shatner.
Estimate £20 - £40

1226

2 stamp stock books containing British &
World stamps.

Estimate £15 - £30

Toys
1238

2 signed 'Heartbeat' TV series signed
photographs.

Estimate £10 - £20

Misc

A pack of 10 full size facsimile Newspapers
reproduced from originals.

1265

Together with 1960's Venice-Trieste Hydrofoil
service leaflet with black and white image of
Hydrofoil and 1960's publication by BEA and
Alitalia promoting Italian holidays.

Estimate £20 - £30
1266

A box of 8 vintage stamp albums, 2 stamp
catalogues, first day covers and a bag of
loose stamps.

Approx. 22cm x 43cm x 29cm.
Estimate £50 - £70
1267

Estimate £20 - £40

Optical

1232

Approx. 84cm tall.

A cased pair of Diamond double coated 7x
50 binoculars.

Estimate £100 - £150
1268

Estimate £10 - £20

Two boxed resin bronze effect race horse
figures on named plinths.

A vintage Praktika BCA electronic SLR
camera

From The Sport Of Kings range by Atlas
Editions. Secretariat and Sea Bird.

To include telephoto lens, flash attachment,
instructions, strap & carrying case

Tallest approx 18cm.

Estimate £20 - £40
1233

Estimate £20 - £30
1269

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £20 - £30
1270

A c1970's astronomical telescope.

1235

A vintage brass telescope/optical
instrument.
Estimate £15 - £30

Music
Sale Day:

An Edwardian mahogany coal box with
inlaid detail to top and lid.
Complete with brass liner, handle and shovel.

Made by Greenkat. Model #H-35. D=90mm,
F=840mm. In original box.
Estimate £15 - £30

A collection of 6 advertising hessian sacks.
3 APS Loddon House Norfolk and 3 Certified
Scotch seed Sycamore Leaf Brand.

A case set of binoculars by Miranda.
Gold coated optics 8 x 40 wide angle 472 ft at
1000yds.

1234

A 1950's child's bicycle with blue paintwork
and original leather seat.
Seat marked "The Wright Saddle, No 63,
Birmingham". Good rideable condition with
excellent tyres

To include British and World stamps.

1231

A vintage wooden engineers tool cabinet
with 7 internal drawers.
Containing an assortment of vintage tools to
include 2 micrometers.

Estimate £10 - £20
1230

A collection of assorted vintage pocket and
table lighters.
To include 3 assorted Mosda "streamline 500"
pocket lighters, 2 Ronson table lights, an
Omega super-lighter and a Polo lift arm pocket
lighter.

Estimate £10 - £20
A collection of 1950's/60's Swiss travel
leaflets.

A collection of 19 boxed jigsaw puzzles to
include Ravensburger, King, Falcon and
Toyrific.
Estimate £10 - £20

Together with 5 facsimile newspapers of
Headlines of the 1920's & 30's.

1229

A collection of 12 boxed jigsaw puzzles to
include 5 by Ravensburger, Waddington's
and King.
Estimate £10 - £20

1239

Bill Maynard and Geoffrey Hughes
1228

A Mastertone Junior gramophone together
with a box of records.
Estimate £10 - £20

To include 3 Victorian Penny Reds and a Half
Penny brown.
1227

A vintage TR 82C Bush 9V radio.

Estimate £25 - £40
1271

A small quantity of mixed vintage items.
To include silver thimble hallmarked Chester,
Jack Daniels lighter, Silver plated spoons,
hatpins, birthday postcards, and collectors
thimbles.
Estimate £15 - £30
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1272

A vintage German Continental typewriter by
Wanderer-Werke.

1284

German text translates to " Property of the
Railcar and Wagon Factory, Wismer. "
Estimate £20 - £40
1273

Shoe size approx 10.
Estimate £40 - £60
1285

A vintage advertising box for Kraft.
Together with a pearl inlaid small jewellery box
and 3 vintage cameras.
Estimate £15 - £30

1274

A pair of men's vintage leather riding / Jack
boots with wooden trees.

A silver painted resin owl on a stump figure
on wooden plinth.
Approx. 34cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

1286

A boxed set of floral decorated oriental
agate stress balls.

Three bone-handled fruit/pen knives to
include Winchester
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
1275

1287

A green suede Kaliko handbag with bow
detail.

A vintage wooden framed souvenir tray
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil set with butterfly
wings.

With interior zip and phone compartment. In
as new condition.

With inlaid detail. One handle a/f. Fixings on
back for wall hanging.

Approx. 33cm x 16cm.
Estimate £10 - £20
1276

A boxed vintage Silver Reed typewriter.
Estimate £10 - £20

1277

1278

Estimate £10 - £20
1288

Estimate £15 - £30
1289

A vintage Hinks & sons oil lamp with
ceramic bowl with red flower painted
decoration.
Complete with milk glass shade and chimney.
Estimate £30 - £40

Estimate £30 - £60

A pair of terracotta plant pots with fluted
design sides.

1290

A pair of concrete square shaped garden
planters.

1291

Approx. 25cm wide x 50.5cm tall.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £20 - £40
1292

Complete With original tag and shoulder strap.
Small scuff to front.

1281

Approx. 42cm x 35cm.
Estimate £40 - £60

Approx H13cm x W37cm x D26cm

A vintage oil lamp with glass bowl and clear
& cranberry coloured etched glass shade.

Estimate £15 - £30
1293

A complete "The Victory" geographical
political jigsaw puzzle of England & Wales

Total height approx. 53cm.

Published by G W Bacon & Co Ltd, Norwich.
Some damage to cover

Estimate £30 - £40

Approx 32cm x 24cm

2 rolls of blind material.
One approx. 10m long, the other approx. 1.5m
long

1283

A small vintage Cheney brown leather
suitcase with canvas lining
To include contents, including postcards,
greetings cards and vintage postage stamps.
Latch a/f

Mounted on black ceramic base and complete
with glass chimney.

1282

A Georgian pine spoon rack with lift up
lidded cutlery box.
With shaped top and sides.

Approx. 75cm tall.
A black leather Jaeger laptop bag with 3
zipped compartments.

A collection of royal memorabilia to include
glass bowl, plastic flags, books and
ceramics.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £10 - £20

1280

A c1940-60's carpenter's wooden toolbox &
tools.
To include a Henry Disston & Sons of
Philadelphia saw, Stanley planes, Spear &
Jackson saw, coffin plane, and other tools.

Approx. 35cm tall.
1279

An oak lectern on a metal stand.

Estimate £10 - £20
1294

A small wooden box lined with velvet with
brass lock and fixings.

Estimate £10 - £20

Empty brass shield shapes cartouche to lid.

A vintage wooden and brass Bishops
crosier with hooked finial.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 181cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

1295

A reproduction German eagle finial for a
flag pole.
Approx. 17cm tall.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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1296

A framed and glazed hand painted ceramic
tile of a Capercaillie.

1306

Signed bottom left J. Braugh.

Green leather writing surface to interior and 3
secret drawers.

Tile size approx. 23 x 18 cm.

Approx. 50cm x 25.5cm x 17.5cm.

Estimate £15 - £30
1297

A collection of African and ethnic wood
carvings.

Estimate £80 - £120
1307

To include turned candlesticks.

A framed and glazed limited edition Replica
Great Seal Of Henry VIII.

Approx. 46cm tall x 43cm wide.

# 70/1000. Paperwork to back of picture.
Frame sixe 29cm x 48cm approx.

Estimate £20 - £40
1308

Estimate £15 - £30
1299

1300

Internal compartments, pipe racks and 2
drawers. Complete with ceramic tobacco jar
and pipe.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 30.5cm tall x 35cm wide.

A vintage wooden framed fire screen with
mirrored glass inserts, "A Cotswold
Garden".

Estimate £20 - £40
1309

A very large wooden scratch built RNLI
Lifeboat on wooden stand.
Approx. 128cm long

Approx. 36.5cm tall x 39.5cm wide.
Estimate £20 - £40
1310

Estimate £40 - £80

Original labels in tact.

Approx. 82cm long x 97cm tall to top of mast.

Estimate £25 - £40

Approx. 93cm tall.
1311

A box of assorted misc items.

Estimate £10 - £20
1312

Estimate £10 - £20

A quantity of approx. 23 colour
photographic slides from the 1960's of farm
livestock, tractors etc.
Taken on a farm at Gosberton Clough,
Lincolnshire.

A late Georgian/early Victorian rosewood
and mahogany brass banded campaign
writing slope.
Leather interior writing surface, ink bottle, 3
secret drawers and secret compartment in
base. Brass handles and blank cartouche to
top. Complete with key for external lock.

A large quantity of kitchenalia.
To include a large ceramic meat plate, flour
sifters, Bovril jars and a Royal Norfolk Horlicks
mug.
Estimate £10 - £20

1314

A box of assorted items.
Estimate £15 - £30

1315

Approx. 50cm x 25.5cm x 17cm.
Estimate £100 - £200

Facsimile copy of The Times 1934 together
with a The Wimbledon Tennis
Championship a history of.
Estimate £10 - £20

1313

Estimate £10 - £20
1305

A quantity of assorted items comprising
horse brasses, vintage Kodak cameras and
A collection of Brooke Bond tea cards and
books.

Comprising; maps, vintage cars placemats,
Their Gracious Majesties King George VI &
Queen Elizabeth book and metal chess pieces
in the style of Arabian Nights.
1304

A vintage Bavey Built wooden high chair
which converts to walker.

A scratch built sailing yacht in blue and
white.

Estimate £20 - £40
1303

An oak smokers cabinet with glass panel
door.
2 internal drawers, pipe racks and shelf.
Complete with ceramic tobacco jar (a/f) and
key for external lock.

Estimate £10 - £20

1302

An oak 2 door smokers cabinet with bevel
edged glass panels and hinged top.

5 fabric patches to include Police dept,
Sheriff's dept and Fire Department.

Together with a tray also with mirrored and
coloured glass inserts (some glass loose).
1301

A small mahogany 2 door cupboard with
carved panels to doors.
With shaped top and bottom, brass finials to
top. Sectional compartments to interior.
Complete with key.

Estimate £15 - £30
1298

A 19th century wooden writing slope with
brass inlay and blank cartouche to top.

A box of kitchenalia together with a box of
advertising tins.
Estimate £10 - £20

1316

A quantity of vintage lighters and penknives.
To include Ronson.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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1317

A box of assorted items.

1329

To include Art Deco wooden picture frames, a
leather cased men's grooming set with Bakelite
accessories.

Gilt framed.
Approx. 90cm x 60cm

Estimate £10 - £20
1318

A collection of mixed items.

Estimate £50 - £80
1330

Comprising cranberry glass dish, 2 Japanese
china plates, 2 Mirai systems crystals and a
boxed silver plate serving set.
1319

Estimate £15 - £30

Picture size approx 55.5 x 21cm.

An Art Deco Cartier, Paris silver tone lighter
with engine turned decoration.

Estimate £10 - £20
1331

Pictures & Prints

Estimate £80 - £120

W.R.E. Goodrich watercolour of Bakewell
Bridge & Church.

1332

Some damage to ceramic tile.

25 x 30cm.

Frame size approx. 45xm x 53cm.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20

A vintage Reg Cartwright print "Landscape
with figure and sheep", framed and glazed.

1333

Approx. 44 x 65cm.

Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £25

A box of assorted pictures, frames and
mirror.

1334

A pair of framed and glazed water colours
by H. Lawes.

Estimate £10 - £20
1335

One depicting cows in a water meadow and a
rowing boat on a loch.

1327

1328

2 x 18th/19th century political cartoons,
together with a coloured print of St.
George's Church.
Cartoons possibly by James Gillray. Framed &
glazed.

Estimate £120 - £160

Cartoons approx. 22 x 17cm, church 18 x
12cm.

A framed and glazed 1920's Jenni Harber
print, "The Queen & her Magic Mirror".
From Snow White & the 7 dwarves. Image
used as the front cover of "Old Time Fairy
Tales".

A framed and glazed montage of Airedale
dog pictures to include Players and Will's
cigarette cards.
Together with 2 gilt framed black and white
prints of etchings.

Estimate £10 - £20

1326

A 19th century framed oil on canvas
depicting a river scene with poacher in
foreground.

Approx. 37.5cm x 32 cm.

To include watercolours of coastal scenes and
vintage aerial photograph of Brancaster Staithe
Green in 1931.
1325

A framed and glazed Victorian photograph
of a baby printed onto ceramic tile.

Dated 1929. Mounted but unframed.

Taken from the oil on canvas "Landscape with
Figure and sheep".

1324

A large heavy 19th Century gilt frame.
Overall size approx. 180cm x 77cm. To hold
picture size approx. 78cm x 48cm.

Estimate £30 - £50

1323

A pair of framed and glazed vintage prints
J.C.
# 2934 Home Of The Pheasants and # 2935
Haunt Of The Wild Duck.

In working order.

1322

Sarah Langley - large oil on canvas still life
of flowers.

Estimate £15 - £30
1336

A pair of vintage wooden framed and glazed
prints of paintings by Elwin Edwards.

Approx. 16.5cm x 11.5cm.

"September Eve" and "A June Morning".

Estimate £20 - £30

Frame size approx. 56cm x 66cm.

A framed and glazed 1920's/30's Nursery
rhyme print by Margaret W Tarrant.

Estimate £20 - £30
1337

Approx. 13.5cm x 8.5cm.

A gilt framed oil on canvas Watermill scene
by David James, signed to lower left.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 30cm x 40cm.

A framed and glazed 1920's/30's Nursery
rhyme print by Margaret Tarrant.

Estimate £35 - £60
1338

Approx. 13.5cm x 8.5cm.

A large framed oil on canvas of woodland
and river. Signed to bottom Left C. Inness.

Estimate £10 - £20

Picture size 60cm x 90cm approx.
Estimate £20 - £40

Sale Day:
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1339

A gilt framed oil on board of Epping forest
by J Wymondham dated 1979.

1350

Signature to bottom right corner.

Approx. 40 x 50cm

Picture size 74cm x 49.5cm approx.
Estimate £15 - £30
1340

Estimate £10 - £20
1351

A framed and glazed Charles Rennie
Mackintosh print copy of " The May Queen".
Picture size 30 x 60cm approx.

A framed oil on canvas of a woodland scene.
Unsigned.
Picture size 58 x 28.5cm approx.
2 framed and glazed limited edition prints
by Oliver Pengilley of woodland scene in
black and white.
Both prints numbered 10/195.

Lighting
1353

Estimate £10 - £20

Furniture
1354

Estimate £20 - £30
1355

Approx. 35cm x 25cm.
1344

Seat needs new top.
Approx. 43cm tall.

A pair of framed and glazed watercolours of
church interiors. Signed to lower right.

Estimate £20 - £30
1356

Approx. 28cm x 18cm.
Walter Dendy Sadler "My Love To You",
framed and glazed etching.

Estimate £90 - £120
1357

With publishers stamp, L.H.Lefevre, London.

Estimate £10 - £20
1358

A small collection of framed and glazed
watercolours.

Approx. 50.5cm wide x 63cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

1348

9 gilt framed 3 Dimensional lenticular prints.

Estimate £20 - £30
1359

Comprising 6 tigers, 2 dogs and a landscape.

A Victorian mahogany bidet / side table with
lift off lid supported on turned legs.

Approx. 38.5cm x 29cm.

Liner missing.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 57cm wide x 45cm tall.

A Victorian hand coloured print of the back
of Old Leith Pier.
Framed & glazed.
Approx. 27 x 40cm

Estimate £20 - £30
1360

A dark oak New Plan Furniture Ltd dining
room suite.

Gilt framed.

Comprising; draw leaf table and 4 chairs with
tapestry style upholstery, a 3 door 3 drawer
dresser with leaded glass doors to top and
interior shelving and a 2 sectional corner unit
with cupboard to base and leaded glass door to
top.

Approx. 39 x 50cm.

Estimate £65 - £90

Estimate £15 - £25
1349

A 1960's wooden trolley / cabinet with
record storage double door cupboard to
base and shelf to top.
On ball castors.

Some signed.
1347

A vintage curve topped wooden stool with
tapered legs and red velvet upholstery seat.
Approx. 46cm wide x 47cm tall.

Approx. 39cm x 28cm. Frame size approx.
72.5cm x 61cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

An antique painted elm spindle back
Windsor chair.
Approx. 105cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

1346

A Victorian painted pine stool with tapered
legs.

Estimate £10 - £20

Glass on one a/f.

1345

A dark oak open backed 4 shelf bookcase.
Approx. 82 x 114cm.

Estimate £30 - £50
A pair of vintage coloured prints, framed
and glazed.

A vintage brass based table lamp.
Approx. 76cm tall to top of shade.

Pictures size 20 x 49cm.
1343

A collection of gilt framed oil on board by
local artist I.A. Young, all depicting local
scenes.
Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £10 - £20
1342

3 framed and glazed watercolours.
Estimate £10 - £20

1352

Estimate £15 - £30
1341

T Weddel oil on canvas - Coastal maritime
scene.

Joyce Watson - oil on artist's board - rural
scene of cottage with church to background.

Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:
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1361

Vintage oak display cabinet with glazed
front and sides.

1373

Originally a top from a chest on chest.

Measures approx 1m 29cm tall x 59cm wide x
30cm deep.

Approx. 104.5cm wide x 87cm tall.

Estimate £15 - £30
1362

A rectangular gilt framed wall hanging
mirror.

Estimate £20 - £40
1374

1363

Estimate £10 - £20
1375

An Art Nouveau Oak wooden framed over
mantle mirror.

1364

Estimate £10 - £20
1376

Estimate £25 - £50

A modern light wood drawer leaf dining
table with central leaf.

An vintage oak framed wall mounting
dressing mirror.

Approx. 133cm wide unextended x 71cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

With bevelled edge glass.
Approx. 125 cm x 47 cm.

1377

Estimate £20 - £30
1365

A vintage teak drawer leaf dining table with
central leaf.
Approx. 137cm wide unextended x 73cm tall.

With bevelled edge glass.
Approx. 93 cm x 90 cm.

A vintage dark wood refectory style table.
Approx. 110.5 x 107cm x 76cm tall.

Approx. 63cm x 89cm.
Estimate £10 - £20

A 2 over 3 drawer chest with pelmet shaped
top and drop down handles (some a/f).

A large mahogany wind out dining table on
cabriole shaped legs with carved decoration.
Handle missing.

A Victorian bedroom chair with decoratively
carved back, ceramic castors and velvet
upholstered seat

Approx. 181cm x 107 cm with leaves in x
69cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £20 - £40
1366

1378

A vintage screw top adjustable piano stool
with cast iron tripod feet.

One seat missing.

Has been re-upholstered.
Estimate £20 - £40
1367

Estimate £10 - £20
1379

A modern 2 door pine display cabinet with
interior shelves.

1368

Estimate £10 - £20
1380

A modern pine coffee table with sectional
compartments.

Approx. 90cm wide x 84cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

A modern pine kitchen butchers block with
3 storage drawers and wine rack.

Estimate £35 - £50
1381

Removeable top.

1370

3 drawers over 2 cupboards with interior
shelves. Not original top.

Estimate £30 - £50

Approx. 119cm wide x 74cm tall.
Estimate £80 - £120

A modern wood framed wall hanging mirror.
1382

Estimate £10 - £20

A new Ziegler pattern rug with beige
background.
Red and gold colouration.

An Edwardian inlaid 2 door glass fronted
display cabinet.
With spade front legs and 3 interior shelves
with red fabric lining.

1372

A late 19th century mahogany ladies
pedestal desk by S & H Jewell of London.

80cm tall x 74cm wide.

94 cm x 64 cm approx.
1371

A reproduction mahogany coloured 4
drawer chest with carved decoration.
On cabriole shaped legs and ball and claw feet.

119cm wide x 60cm deep.
1369

A gold loom style bedroom chair with
shaped back and drawer to base.
Seat has been replaced.

112cm tall x 70cm wide.
Estimate £15 - £30

A pair of reproduction Georgian style dining
chairs.

Approx. 190cm x 140cm.
Estimate £40 - £60
1383

Approx. 91cm tall x 72cm wide.

A new Ziegler pattern rug with navy blue
background.

Estimate £30 - £50

Beige and gold colouration.

A modern solid pine kitchen table with
natural wood top and turned legs.

Approx. 190cm x 140cm.

Approx. 183cm wide x 90.5cm deep x 78.5cm
tall.
Estimate £80 - £120

Estimate £40 - £60
1384

A large wool rug of red, blue and green with
floral decoration to edges.
Approx. 82 cm wide by 270 cm long.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:
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1385

A cane seated hall chair.

1397

Estimate £10 - £20
1386

Approx. 205cm wide.

A miniature walnut Victorian Sutherland
table with ceramic castors.
With turned gate legs.

Estimate £10 - £20
1398

Approx. 51cm wide x 53cm tall (in folded
position).
A large vintage wooden chair with
upholstery to seat & back

Approx. 78 x 45.5 cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1399

Turned wooden legs and stretcher. Some wear
to seat

A canvas & wood trunk with leather handles.

137 x 68 x 75cm tall approx.

Wicker and cotton liner. Fastening straps a/f.

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £20 - £20
1389

1400

A vintage side table in dark wood with
turned legs

69cm x 77cm tall approx.
Estimate £10 - £20

Approx H48cm x W51cm x D53cm
Estimate £10 - £20

1401

An antique oval mirror with moulded gilt
frame

Approx. 75cm wide x 75cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1402

A dark wood "Reprodux", Bevan Funnell Ltd
coffee table.
With cabriole legs and piecrust style edged top.

1392

Estimate £10 - £20
1403

Approx. 35 x 106cm x 42cm tall.

A Stag dark wood corner display cupboard
with interior glass shelves and lighting.

Estimate £10 - £20

Approx. 73cm wide x 183cm tall.

A modern dark wood coffee table with drop
leaf ends and brass claw feet.

Estimate £15 - £30
1404

2 legs loose.
Approx. 53 x 100cm with leaves down.
Approx. 49cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1393

Estimate £10 - £20
1405

A modern reproduction metal framed oval
wall hanging mirror.

Approx. 46.5cm wide x 71cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20
1406

Approx. 50cm x 80cm.

A pair of vintage light wood school chairs.
Estimate £10 - £20

1396

A vintage dark wood bow fronted corner
unit with glazed top.
Single cupboard with interior shelf to base,
glazed door upper with 3 interior shelves.
Complete with keys.

A vintage bow fronted 5 drawer chest of
drawers with scalloped top drawer.
Approx. 76cm wide x 106cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20
1395

A vintage loom basket ware bedside cabinet
in pink and gold.
With glass top.

Estimate £10 - £20
A vintage mantel mirror with ornate carved
decoration to frame and bun feet.

A green leather 3 seater settee with padded
seats.
Approx. 230cm long.

Approx. 66cm x 40cm.
1394

An 8ft snooker table.
With 2 sets of balls (snooker & pool), triangle
and scoreboard.

Estimate £15 - £30
1391

A vintage dark wood drop leaf gate leg table
with cupboards to ends.
Handle missing on cupboard door to one end.

Moulding to include flowers, scrolls and
candelabra (a/f)
Approx H78cm x W52cm

A small dark oak dual action lift drop leaf
tea trolley.
On wheels by Besway, England.

Wear consistent with age

1390

A vintage leather topped oak double
pedestal desk.
3 drawers to each pedestal and 3 draws to top.
Complete with keys.

Estimate £20 - £40
1388

A vintage teak sewing/work box with lift up
lid.
Interior thread compartments, fully lined.

Estimate £50 - £70
1387

A modern green leather 3 seater settee with
fixed cushions.

Estimate £10 - £20
1407

A dark oak Art Nouveau single door
wardrobe with carved detail to front and
mirrored door.
Comes in 3 sections.
Approx. 122cm wide x 208cm tall.
Estimate £30 - £50

Approx. 66cm wide x 183cm tall.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:
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1408

An Art Nouveau 3 drawer mirror backed
dressing table with 2 small vanity drawers
to top.

1243

Approx. 107cm wide x 155cm tall.

Comprising; RAC badge No V87132, AA
badge 9A88942, AA badge 0886326, AA
motorcycle badge 67024Y and 8 assorted RAC
& AA keys.

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £75 - £90

Carved detail to back and original Art Nouveau
drop down handles.

1409

2 matching vintage 3 drawer cabinets with
bow fronted top drawers with carved panel
detail.

1244

Estimate £10 - £20
A small dark oak Art Deco bureau with
single drawer and 2 door cupboard.
Not original internal stationery compartments.
With original Art Deco drop handles.

Estimate £20 - £30
1245

Estimate £10 - £20
1247

Approx. 106cm wide x 69cm tall.
A mahogany 2 door display cabinet with
leaded glass doors and 2 interior fabric
lined shelves.
Bottom half on cabriole legs with 3 drawers
and lower shelf.
Approx. 109cm wide x 191cm tall.

Estimate £10 - £20

Vintage clothing
1320

Estimate £130 - £200
1413

Folding wooden base has barley twist legs.

Estimate £10 - £20

41 cm diameter x 47cm tall.
1414

1321

A vintage pine double door wardrobe with
internal hanging rail and shelf.

Estimate £30 - £50

Sports
1262

Scientific Instruments
1240

A set of vintage scientific scales with a
boxed set of weights by Philip Harris & Co
Ltd.

Estimate £12 - £20

Estimate £40 - £60
A vintage scientific scales with a box set of
weights by Gallenkamp.

1263

Estimate £40 - £60

Automobilia

Estimate £25 - £40

The Complete Guide to MG Collectibles
hardback book by Michael Ellman-Brown.
Includes details of diecast & toy MG cars.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

A collection of Norwich City FC ephemera.
Comprising 9 official handbooks c 1950-51 to
1971-72, 2 team postcards, 3 programmes and
large hardback book 'Norwich City - A History
from 1908'

Complete with glass case.

1242

A collection of sporting ephemera to
include 3 football cigarette card sets ,
programmes & books.
Cigarette cards are Wills's Association
Footballers (2 different sets), & Players
Association Cup Winners - all loose in albums.
Programmes include 1977 FA Cup Final.

Complete with glass case.
1241

A small collection of vintage embroidery
and lace fabric together with 2 pairs of
white kid gloves.
Estimate £15 - £30

Complete with key. Comes apart in 2 sections.
Approx. 132cm wide x 188cm tall.

A Victorian fine muslin christening robe
with cotton under dress and cotton bonnet.
Embroidery and lace decoration the neck,
sleeves, chest and front panel of the
christening robe. Fine embroidery detail to the
bonnet.

A vintage brass tray topped side table
depicting oriental scene.

Estimate £20 - £30

4 vintage fuel company publications
together with a postcard album containing
postcard replicas.
Mobil Oil Co guide to its history & graphics
guide, Esso Magazine Centenary issue and
Texaco in the UK, 75 years commemorative
publication.

Estimate £20 - £50
1412

Two Paris Match scooter advertising
posters in mounts.
Vespa and Lambretta.

Estimate £20 - £40
An oak drop leaf gate leg dining table with
barley twist legs and pie crust edge.

A vintage style motorcycle helmet .
Estimate £20 - £40

1246

Approx. 74cm wide x 106cm tall.
1411

A quantity of 83 vintage brass keys dating
from the 1950's & 60's.
To fit classic cars, household & industrial locks.

Approx. 76cm wide x 70cm tall.
1410

A quantity of vintage AA and RAC badges
and keys.

14/06/2018

1264

A collection of 6 vintage E.R.Whitcombe
golf clubs.
Estimate £10 - £20

Railway
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1248

9 vintage steam railway locomotive
postcards

1258

Together with a vintage paper placemat from
The West Riding Grill & Bar, Forster Square
Station, Bradford.

Estimate £10 - £20
1249

Original Victorian Railway Ephemera Stratford-upon-Avon Railway c1857.
A legal copy of a petition to Parliament by the
Oxford, Worcester & Wolverhampton Railway
Company against the proposed Stratford-uponAvon Railway. Dated 1857

Estimate £10 - £20
1259

Original Victorian Railway Ephemera Merionethshire Railway c 1861.
A legal copy of a petition to Parliament by Sir
Watkins Williams Wynn, Baronet against the
proposed Merionethshire Railway

Estimate £10 - £20
1260

Original Victorian Railway Ephemera L.N.W.R. & G.W.R. c1855-57.
Clerks copies of a series of 8 letters between
the London & North Western Railway and the
Great Western Railway regarding payment of a
toll for line usage. Period Nov 1855 to Feb
1857.

Estimate £10 - £20
1261

Original Victorian Railway Ephemera Oxford Railway c 1843.
A book of the Provisional Committee of the
Oxford Railway containing a list of initial
investors and amounts. Dated 1843.

Estimate £10 - £20

Fine Jewellery
500

Estimate £10 - £20
1253

Ring size M. Total weight approx. 4.3g.

To include LMSR, N. Staffs, Portpatrick &
Wigtownshire, L & Y and LBSC.

1254

Estimate £1200 - £1500
501

A selection of London Transport maps and
leaflets dating from the 1950's - 2000's.

Size M1/2

Estimate £10 - £20

1256

Ordnance Survey Map, 1:2500 showing
Maidenhead GWR station and branch
junction for Wycombe trains.

Estimate £220 - £300
502

A 9ct white gold teardrop pendant set with
100+ small sparkling diamonds.

Printed 1933, originally surveyed 1874.

Cut out decoration to back of pendant on a
18ct gold fine chain. Pendant weight 5.2g.

Estimate £10 - £20

Chain length 18 inches.

A collection of vintage leaflets, booklets and
tickets relating to rail travel in Europe.
To include; Official guide to Paris RATP Metro
& buses, metro tickets, 1939 SNCH Autocars
excursions leaflet, selection of 1980's-90's
leaflets for trams, railways and museums in
Belgium & neighbouring countries, 1938
Official Travellers Guide to Belgium

1257

A 18ct gold yellow gold sapphire and
diamond dress ring.
A central round cut sapphire surrounded by 8
smaller round cut diamonds. Total weight 3.3g

To include H.C.Beck version dated Jan 1953.
1255

An 18ct yellow gold, prong set, 3 stone
emerald and diamond dress ring.
Central round cut emerald approx. 1.6ct
flanked by 2 marquise cut diamonds, approx.
0.13ct each. Boxed.

A selection of assorted Waybills and
luggage labels.

Estimate £10 - £20

British Rail Track Diagrams (LMR) by Quail
Map Co, published 1990.
Together with British Railways Board
Corporate Plan 1983-88 and The Continent by
Train and Ship full colour booklet, 1959.

Estimate £20 - £40
1252

A collection of railway related ephemera.
To include Nidd Valley Light Railway
memorabilia, Volumes 1 & 2 of The Locomotive
Builders and their advertising, The Eurostar
visitor's guide to London and Britain and Nov
1959 issue of The Council of Industrial Design
Magazine feat. New Glasgow Electri

Estimate £25 - £40
1251

A collection of Railway & Canal Historical
Society journals and bulletins, dating from
2003.
Together with a coloured engineers drawing of
Tame Canal Lock.

Estimate £25 - £40
1250

Pre Grouping (1923) Map of Bradford City
centre Railways.

Estimate £160 - £200
503

An 18ct white gold, very large Siberian
(colour) Amethyst and diamond halo set
cocktail ring.
Central stone approx. 20ct surrounded by 52
small diamonds framing the stone and running
down each shoulder, 0.6ct in total.

Estimate £10 - £20

Ring size M½. Total weight approx. 13.3g.

A selection of Great Northern Railway
waybills, mainly for the Shipley area.

Estimate £1500 - £2000

12 items.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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504

An 18ct white gold sapphire & diamond
cluster ring.

513

Size J ½. 9 oval diamonds (each approx. 0.08
carat), 1 square diamond (approx. 0.02 carat),
and 8 oval sapphires (each approx. 0.15 carat).
Total diamond weight approx. ¾ carat. Total
sapphire weight approx. 1 ¼ carat. Hallmark
part rubbed. Tested as 18ct

A central brilliant cut natural diamond 0.90
carat, colour D and clarity internally flawless.
With a 0.14 carat baguette diamond set to
each shoulder both colour D and internally
flawless. Complete with Diamond certificate
and insurance valuation

Estimate £350 - £450
505

Ring size K.

18ct yellow gold Tiffany necklace.
Elsa Peretti open heart pendant with 16" chain.
Original pouch and box.

Estimate £1800 - £2500
514

Estimate £250 - £350
506

Approx. 3cm x 7cm.

Estimate £250 - £350
An 18ct white gold diamond and emerald
necklace.

Estimate £125 - £150
515

Chain set with 6 diamonds. Necklace bale set
with 2 diamonds, drop pendants set with a
1/4ct emerald surrounded by 21 diamonds.

508

Size N.
Estimate £900 - £1200
516

A 14ct gold diamond trilogy ring. Prong set
round cut diamonds. Hallmarked 585.

Total weight approx. 4.8g.

Size J

Estimate £200 - £300

Estimate £130 - £160
An 18ct yellow gold, 3 stone ruby and
diamond dress ring.

Gold and Silver
517

Central oval cut ruby, approx. 1.3ct, flanked by
2 round cut diamonds, approx. 0.40 ct in total.
Boxed.

510

Ring size P. Total weight approx. 3.8g.

Total length including drop 15 inches.

Estimate £750 - £950

Estimate £15 - £30

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring.

518

Estimate £1000 - £1500

Estimate £70 - £90
519

An 18ct yellow gold, 5 stone old mine cut
diamond ring.
Ring size O. Total weight approx. 3g,

Total weight 3.6 approx.

Estimate £650 - £750

Pave setting with a total of 60 diamonds,
totalling approx. 1.2ct. In an early Bakelite ring
box.
Ring size N½. Total weight approx. Total
weight approx. 6.8g.
Estimate £1500 - £2500

Sale Day:

14/06/2018

4 pairs of 9ct gold earrings.
Comprising, a pair of small ball studs, a pair of
knot design studs, a pair of open heart stud
earrings and a pair of heart decorated oval
creole style hoops.

Approx. 0.7ct in total.

An Art Deco style platinum dress ring set
with central hexagon cut blue/violet
sapphire.

A 9ct gold men's monogrammed signet ring
together with a pair of monogrammed 9ct
gold cufflinks.
Total weight 8g approx.

Ring size M. Total weight approx. 2.4g.

512

A 9ct gold fine chain necklace with 4 small
filigree hearts and a larger filigree heart
drop.
Full hallmarks to bar fixing. Total weight 1.6g

Central round cut diamond amid 4 smaller
round cut diamonds. Flanked by 2 rubies.
Boxed.

511

An 18ct white gold 5 stone princess cut
diamond eternity ring.
With prong set graduating square brilliant
stones. Ring size N.

Inside of band is inscribed " Martin Sept 90 ."
Total weight 2.4 g.

509

A vintage 18ct yellow gold, old cut flawless
"Golconda diamond" ring.
Stone size approx. 1.01 carat. Hallmarked
1899, in a fitted case.

Total diamond weight approx 1/2 carat.
Estimate £600 - £800

A Victorian Silver buckle with set with 18
clear paste stones.
Hallmarked Chester 1898 and bares the
maker's mark for Arthur Johnson Smith. Loop
on back of buckle stamped "German silver".
Boxed.

An 18ct gold and diamond half eternity ring.
5 platinum set diamonds, largest approx.
0.20ct, total diamond weight approx. 0.50 ct.
Size O 1/2.

507

A 18ct gold flawless and colourless
diamond dress ring. Presented in a
hallmarked silver ring box.

Estimate £30 - £40
520

A small quantity of scrap gold. Total weight
5.4 g approx.
Estimate £45 - £60

521

A single strand of ivory uniform cultured
pearls with pearl set 9ct gold clasp.
Complete original receipt from Harrods
available to view.
Estimate £40 - £60
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522

A 18ct gold fine chain. 18 inch length.

533

To include 5 pairs of stud earrings, one set with
amethysts, one set with peridot and a pair in
the design of mice. 3 pairs of drop earrings,
one large pair with enamel design and 2 pairs
with Celtic design, together with a pair of hoop
earrings.

Approx weight 1.1g
Estimate £15 - £30
523

An earring and pendant set with reverse
carved Pagodas in blue crystal on silver
chain and fittings.

Estimate £20 - £30

Estimate £20 - £30
524

Vintage 9ct gold ring set with oval opals.

534

Some still set with stones.

Total weight approx 2.6g

Total weight approx 23g.
Estimate £180 - £200

Vintage 14ct gold oval cameo dress ring.

535

Cameo with flower design.
Estimate £20 - £30

Total weight approx over 200g including
stones etc.

Vintage 18ct gold dress ring with split
shank.
Set with 6 small seed pearls.

Estimate £40 - £60
536

Total weight approx 2.4g.

Total weight of all the earrings is approx 1.1g.

9ct gold ring with pierced decoration and 3
clear stones.
Total weight approx 1.5g.

Estimate £15 - £30
537

Estimate £20 - £30
528

529

Estimate £30 - £50
538

With foxglove/floral decoration to the centre.

Estimate £20 - £40

Measures approx 3.5cm

A 925 silver bracelet with 10 semi precious
stones.

Estimate £15 - £30
539

Hallmarked silver hinged bracelet with
safety chain.

Estimate £10 - £20
540

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £10 - £20
541

Comprising of 4 pairs of stud earrings including
carved coral and amber. With 4 pairs of drop
earrings including dogs and a pair of hoop
earrings.
Estimate £20 - £30
532

Estimate £20 - £30

An oval amber pendant in a silver mount on
a silver chain.
Pendant measures approx 2cm across.
Estimate £10 - £20

542

9 pairs of silver earrings.
Comprising of 5 pairs of stud earrings, one pair
set with peridot, another with small diamonds.
2 pairs of drop earrings, one in a Celtic design
with freshwater pearls, and 2 pairs of hoop
earrings.

2 silver pendants on silver chains.
One set with abalone/paua shell, the other in
the shape of a contemporary flower.

Engraved to one side.

9 pairs of silver earrings.

2 pendants on silver chains.
One set with an amethyst and the other set
with a blue topaz surrounded by small crystals.

Estimate £15 - £30

531

Victorian/Edwardian white metal decorative
brooch.

Total weight 2.1 g

Including garnets, citrine, peridot, blue topaz
and amethyst.
530

Large oval Blue John crystal brooch in
ornate silver mount.
Measures approx 4cm across.

A 9ct gold cross with delicate engraved
decoration on a fine 18 inch gold chain.
Hall marks to fixing of chain and to one side of
the cross.

3 pairs of small 9ct gold earrings.
Comprising of 2 pairs of hoop earrings and a
pair of St Christopher drop earrings.

Estimate £30 - £50
527

A large quantity of scrap white metal / silver
jewellery.
Comprising of single earrings, broken chains
etc.

Total weight approx 2.6g.
526

A collection of scrap gold, mostly 9ct.

One opal missing.
Estimate £30 - £40
525

9 pairs of silver earrings.

3 silver rings of different designs.
Estimate £15 - £30

543

3 silver pendants on silver chains.
Comprising of 2 St Christopher's medals and a
crucifix.
Estimate £10 - £20

544

A silver cross and chain, together with 2
Celtic design crosses on a silver chain.
Celtic crosses are of different sizes, the largest
approx. 2.5cm long.
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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545

2 sets of vintage champagne faux pearls,
one with a silver clasp.

557

2 solitaires and one with 5 stones set in a band.

Together with vintage diamante necklace and
earrings.
Estimate £10 - £20
546

Estimate £10 - £20
558

15 inch silver collar style chain.

547

Estimate £12 - £20
559

2 9ct gold fine chains. Both 18 inches long.
Total weight 2g approx.

549

Chain length 18".

2 pairs of gold earrings.
A pair of half hoops together with a pair of
heart shaped drop earrings set with sapphires
and pearls.

Estimate £125 - £150
560

Tests as 9ct gold.

3 silver and white metal bracelets. To
include Rose Quartz chips and 2 marked
925.

Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £8 - £15

A boxed pair of unmarked silver and
turquoise contemporary design earrings.

561

A 22inch 9ct gold fine curb chain.

Approx 6cm (measured across wingspan).

Hallmarked to fixings.
Total weight 3.2g approx.

Estimate £15 - £30
562

Estimate £30 - £40
551

552

Hallmarked to fixings.
Total weight 2.8g approx.

All size L1/2.

Estimate £25 - £35

Estimate £10 - £20

Hallmarked heavy silver ring with channel
set stones including peridot, citrine & blue
topaz.

563

Estimate £10 - £20
564

Estimate £12 - £20

A Tiffany & Co Lariat silver necklace with
intertwined circles.

3 pairs of large silver drop earrings set with
abalone/paua shell.

Each ring and clasps marked with Tiffany & co
and hall marks.

Together with a silver pendant set with
abalone/paua shell.
555

Sizes Q, M and L1/2.

5 pairs of large silver earrings.
To include 3 pairs of hooped earrings.

Estimate £50 - £70
565

A 925 silver gents signet ring by Quinn.

Estimate £15 - £30

Ring size N 1/2

6 pairs of large silver/white metal earrings.

Total weight 22.1

To include carved cinnabar, lapis lazuli &
turquoise. The turquoise is not well matched
on both earrings.

Estimate £10 - £20
566

Estimate £15 - £30
556

4 silver and white metal dress rings.
An eternity ring set with clear stones, an
eternity ring set with clear stone and created
rubies, a cluster ring set with cubic zirconia and
a central square clear stone with surrounding
small clear stones.

Estimate £12 - £20

554

3 silver and white metal dress rings.
An eternity ring set with clear and blue stones,
a solitaire set with clear stone and a central
oval created sapphire surrounded by clear
stones.

A 9ct gold anchor link chain bracelet with
safety chain.

Together with a silver eternity ring set with
clear stones.
553

A silver and marcasite 'duck taking flight'
brooch.
Stamped 'England Silver'. Body gold tone over
silver, silver wings and tail set with marcasite.

Estimate £10 - £20
550

A Watermark Triple design "Hot Diamonds"
chain and pendant set with 10 brilliant cut
diamonds.
In original box (a/f).

Estimate £15 - £25
548

2 pairs of silver earrings together with a
silver necklace, all set with black stones.
Necklace chain approx 14 inches

Together with a pair of silver hoop earrings.
Estimate £10 - £20

3 silver dress rings set with cubic zirconia's.

Hallmarks to outer edge of ring.

A silver pendant and chain.
The pendant designed as a cherub/fairy sitting
on a very large crystal. Together with a pair of
costume jewellery earrings with large clear
stones.

A contemporary design ring with central
oval druzy stone.
Ring size M 1/2.
Estimate £10 - £20

567

A modern design 925 silver ring set with
natural agate.

18" chain.

Hallmarks to outer edge of ring.

Estimate £8 - £15

Ring size O
Estimate £10 - £20

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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568

A modern design 925 silver dress ring set
with a natural cream agate stone.

580

Hallmarks to outside edge of ring.

Together with a white metal bracelet with
circular sections set with marcasite (some
missing) and safety chain.

Ring size L
Estimate £10 - £20
569

A contemporary design 925 silver brooch
set with tri colour amber.

Estimate £10 - £30
581

Estimate £15 - £30
570

Estimate £30 - £50

Estimate £10 - £20

572

Estimate £15 - £25
583

Estimate £10 - £20
A rose quartz and silver jewellery set with
contemporary decoration.

Estimate £40 - £60
584

A silver and Garnet drop pendant necklace
with matching drop earrings.

585

A 925 silver pendant and matching earrings
set with mosaic style pink and blue mother
of pearl.

586

Estimate £15 - £30

587

Estimate £180 - £220
588

A 9ct gold unusual design yellow gold ring
set with 2 small diamonds.

Estimate £80 - £120
589

Length 16".

Estimate £20 - £40

Estimate £30 - £50

NO LOT

Costume Jewellery
590

A 925 silver chain with white onyx beads.

2 amethyst bead necklaces together with a
rose quartz and pearl necklace.
Estimate £10 - £30

Chain 30".
Estimate £10 - £20
579

A single row uniform pink cultured pearl
with 2 tone 9ct gold clasp.

Ring sizeM 1/2.

Estimate £ - £150
578

A pair of 18ct white gold 3 diamond drop,
round cut, channel set stud earrings.
Approx. 2cm drop. Total weight approx. 2g.

Estimate £25 - £50

577

A quantity of 9ct and 18ct scrap gold
jewellery.
18ct approx. 5.5g, 9ct approx. 9.7g

Ring size P.
576

An Opal, & white stone bracelet, set in 925
silver. Cased.
Estimate £40 - £60

A 9ct gold blue tourmaline and blue topaz
dress ring.
Central oval blue tourmaline surrounded by 12
small round blue topaz stones.Central
oval blue tourmaline surrounded by 12 small
round blue topaz stones.

A 9ct gold cross on chain with engine
turned decoration.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

575

4 vintage brooches to include silver, carved
carnelian and dendritic quartz.
Estimate £15 - £30

Estimate £15 - £30

574

2 gold rings (a/f).
1) 9ct gold signet ring, approx. 3.3 g (shank
cut through), and 2) 18ct gold & diamond ring,
approx. 1.9g (shank cut through).

Comprising necklace, drop earrings and a ring.
Marked 925.
573

A Gents silver signet ring.
Size U 1/2. Total weight approx. 8.2g

A large round rolled gold locket with
engraved detail to front and back.
24 inch chain. Bale and chain marked rolled
gold.

A gents 9ct gold signet ring with vacant
black onyx face.
Size U 1/2. Total weight approx. 5 g.

A Art Nouveau style 925 silver brooch Set
with amber.
582

571

A gold plated silver bracelet with the word
SISTER and 2 heart shaped sections.

591

A Truth Silver charm bracelet with 5 Truth
charm beads.
Together with 2 Chamilia beads, and 3 other
pave set beads.

3 natural stone necklaces to include jasper
and turquoise stones.
Estimate £10 - £30

592

Estimate £15 - £30

3 natural stone necklaces to include
carnelian and agate in shades of brown.
Estimate £10 - £30

593

5 Jade bead necklaces to include green and
yellow jade.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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594

2 necklaces and a bracelet made from
natural stones.

606

Comprising of a long necklace of turquoise
coloured beads a freshwater pearl necklace
and a bracelet with mother of pearl discs.
Estimate £10 - £30
595

Estimate £10 - £20
607

A quantity of costume jewellery.
To include 3 boxed Stratton tie clips

On white metal chains.

Estimate £15 - £25
608

2 baskets containing a good quantity of
costume jewellery.
One full of necklaces including glass and
carved wood beads. The other full of bangles
with different designs.
Estimate £10 - £20

597

Together with a Stratton compact and a silver
plated cigarette case.

3 bracelets in bright colours made from
shell and natural stones.

Estimate £10 - £30
596

A small collection of vintage costume
jewellery.

A tub containing approx. 80-100 pairs of
costume jewellery earrings.
Some still on cards and all of different designs.

A vintage Royal Artillery gold tone & enamel
sweetheart brooch.
The Royal Artillery badge set inside a riding
spur.
Estimate £15 - £30

609

A small quantity of costumes jewellery and
pin badges.
To include glass beads, 2 plastic black cat
brooches and national savings badges.
Estimate £10 - £20

Estimate £15 - £30
598

Carved jade Buddha pendant hanging on
green cord.
Measures approx. 5cm x 4cm 1.2cm.
Weight approx 32g.
Estimate £8 - £15

599

A quantity of costume jewellery to include
bracelets and statement necklaces.
Estimate £10 - £20

600

A Jaeger statement necklace of black, white
and grey colouration with original tag.
Together with a chunky black Jaeger bangle
set with large clear stone, with original tag.
Estimate £15 - £30

601

2 Jaeger statement necklaces with original
tags.
A gold tone chain link necklace together with a
faux pearl beaded necklace in natural tones.
Estimate £15 - £30

602

A small quantity of costume jewellery to
include gold tone necklaces and shell bead
necklace.
Estimate £8 - £15

603

A collection of costume jewellery and other
items.
To include a white metal filigree butterfly
brooch, faux pearls, 3 watches, a cheroot
holder, and badges.
Estimate £15 - £30

604

A white metal ethnic style necklace with red
and green glass cabochons.
Estimate £10 - £20

605

A white metal and amber brown agate
jewellery set with filigree detail.
Comprising necklace, bracelet, earrings and
ring.
Estimate £15 - £30

Sale Day:

14/06/2018
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